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ETS CREATED
EPIDEMICS TO REDUCE
EARTHLING NUMBERS

by Sasha Lessin, Ph.D. (Anthropology,
UCLA)
Willian Bramley, in Gods of Eden,
says Extraterrestrials sprayed plauge
germs to selectively reduce Earthling
populations. T he Grim Reaper and
Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse
documented in art of the times had
chempacks and sprayers from which
they misted selected target towns.
T he ET s misted Earthlings from flying
saucers.

In Europe from 1437 to 1700 BC–
plague years of increased recorded
UFO activity–foul-smelling mists from
UFOs and ground assaults by
“reapers” killed 100 million people.

Only a minority of plauge outbreaks
occurred where rats and fleas could
have carried plague, so rodents and
fleas couldn’t account for the
pandemic.

In my studies of the ancient
Sumerians, I find numerous
references to germ warfare and
biological weapons used by the
Nibirans Inanna, Ninurta, Enlil/Yahweh
and Marduk/Allah. T he Kaiser and the
Brits used gas on each other, as did
Sadam Hussein on Iraqi Kurds. So one
wonders what experiments our
military currently conducts with its
chemtrails.

·Here’s a quote (from Anunnaki: Gods
No More: 95) Where Enlilites Inanna,
Utu and Ninurta attacked Marduk and
the Enkiites:
8670 B.C., PYRAMID WAR II: INANNA
& ENLILIT ES DEFEAT ED ENKIIT ES
Ninurta, Inanna and the Enlilites
waited 300 years, then attacked Seth’s
forces in Canaan. T he Enlilites fought
to regain the space-related marker
peaks–Moriah, Harsag (Mount St.
Katherine) in the Sinai and the artificial
mount, the Ekur (T he Great Pyramid)
in Egypt.” [ZS, Wars: 156 – 158]
Ninurta, in a new jet with a 75-foot
wingspan blasted Marduk’s
stongholds “while Adad roamed
behind the enemy lines” and
destroyed the fish, cattle and food of
the Enkiites and their Earthling armies.
Marduk’s armies retreated into the
mountains but Inanna blasted them

with “an explosive beam that tore the
enemy apart” and forced them south.
Ninurta led the Enlilite forces’ “attack
on the heartland of Nergal’s African
domain and his temple-city Meslam.
T hey scorched the earth and made
the rivers run red with the blood of the
innocent bystanders–the men women
and children of the Abzu.” [ZS, Wars:
159 – 163, based on Lugal-e Ud
Melam-bi in Geller, S., 1917
Altorientalische T exte und
Untersuchungen]
NINURT A SHOT POISON MISSILES
ON T HE AFRICANS
Ninurta rained poison-bearing missiles
on Meslam and leveled the city.
Survivors fled to nearby mountains.
But Ninurta “with the Weapon that
Smites threw fire upon them, smote
down the people.”
Utu held off the Igigi in Sinai.
ENKIIT E GODS RET REAT ED T O GIZA
PYRAMID
After Ninurta killed the Enkiites on
Sinai, he defeated Marduk in Kur.
Marduk fled into the Great Pyramid at
Giza, where Enki “raised up a shield
through which the death rays could
not penetrate.” [ZS, Wars:162]
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The McPherson tape
is Genuine! Look at
the arms!

You decide.
Uploaded on Jan 24, 2012
T he McPherson UFO Abduction case
is a strongly debated case of UFO
Abduction. Many believe it is hoaxed,
but the video is Genuine for several
reasons.
@ 1. 16 & 2.43 – the aliens in the
Mcpherson film are very similar to the
alleged ROSWELL alien shown in the
film, as well as the alien corpse shown
@ 1.12. Look closely at the arms,
chest, hands and head. T he arms are
long and very unproportional to be a
human. T he both have big heads, long
arms, Big hands, black suites!! T he
eye sockets seem to fit good too,
thou the ROSWELL alien was probably
filmed in a darkened room.
T he ROSWELL Alien Compared to the

corpse alien @ 1.12 have chest
proportions and curvatures that are
very similar, in fact theyre nearly
identical.. Also compare the eyes and
notices theres no ears. T hese aliens
are known as Grey Aliens and stand
only a few feet tall.
@ 1.58 & 4.45 you will notice that the
Grey Alien also has no ears!!
ALL these Aliens are very similar
because they are all the same or
nearly the same kind of ALIENS know
as the greys. Proving that T he
MCPHERSON footage is real! Not a
fake. 100% Genuine!!
A simple investigation into a power
blackout leads the McPherson family
to witness and capture footage of
actual Aliens. When the creatures
pursue the McPherson’s back to their
home, all hell breaks loose.
Read More

NIBIRU,THE BROWN
DWARF HUNTER(Time
Traveler)!

Watch through to the end. Wonderful
ET . Cool.
CHRIS SMIT H 3 days ago
Put your head phones on and listen to
2.46 WT F is that.
Reply ·
Ben T imeT raveler 3 days ago
T hat is little one,you see him at the
end of the video,yes he is what you
call a alien(A GOOD ONE)!^
Reply · in reply to CHRIS SMIT H
Read More

9 Foot Tall Beings
Landing In Russia
Witnessed By Dozens
Of People

Published on Feb 11, 2013
9 Foot T all Beings Landing In Russia
Witnessed By Dozens Of People.
Witness Said the beings Looked
human but were extremely tall their
were three of them were they the
Anunnaki or the Nephilim or just other
Space Visitors?
Comment\Share\Like\Smile!
T his Link Is T o T he entire
Documentary =
http://youtu.be/rknRbUyNfCQ
Read More

IS PHOBOS A MINED
ASTEROID? A
SITCHINITE’S TAKE ON
THE HOLLOW OBJECT

Lee Covino

On March 25, 2010, the European
Space Agency (ESA) announced on
their blog that ESA’s study of the
mass of Phobos had been accepted
for publication in the scientific journal
Geophysical Research Letters. T he
announcement excerpted startling
conclusions of ESA’s findings: “We
conclude that the interior of Phobos
likely contains large voids. When
applied to various hypotheses bearing
on the origin of Phobos, these results
are inconsistent with the proposition
that Phobos is a captured asteroid.”
(1,2)
Since that time, a number of
prominent ancient astronaut blogs
have had plenty to say about the
findings. T he ESA findings were most
recently written about in December of
2012. For the sake of expediency, I
shall focus only on what the late
Zecharia Sitchin previously had to say
about Phobos, and leave it to the
adept reader to search for UFO
Digest, Before It’s News, Above T op
Secret, Richard C. Hoagland’s

Enterprise Mission and other.com
sites who most recently covered ESA’s
findings.
It should be noted here that Russia
also launched a second probe to
Phobos on November 9, 2011, but the
mission failed to escape Earth orbit
and presumably fell to the sea. Most
likely, chatter about the unsuccessful
Russian Phobos-Grunt probe renewed
interest in the ESA findings during
2012.
T o date, internet speculation on
Phobos has included: it’s a gigantic
spaceship possibly built as an orbiting
station or space observatory; a
generation starship that arrived from
another star system and was placed in
parking orbit around Mars; it was
being built in Mars orbit for interstellar
travel but was never completed; and,
it’s a functional (or non-functional)
gargantuan planet-killing space bomb.
As a backyard astronomer and avid
reader of Zecharia Sitchin’s books, I
would like to propose a new
consideration: Phobos is a previously
mined asteroid.
Although Phobos is referred to as a
moon of Mars, its actual size is more
like one of the larger asteroids located
in the main asteroid belt between
Mars and Jupiter. T o give an example,

the asteroid Gaspara is one of the
larger main belt asteroids, coming in
at 11km. Phobos is also 11km. T o
give further perspective, Earth’s Moon
is 1,737km. So, Phobos is a moonlet
of Mars at best.
Both NASA and the private sector are
reported in January 2013 as looking
into the capture and ultimately mining
of asteroids. NASA is considering a
plan to drag a near-earth asteroid into
the moon’s orbit, while the private
sector is considering capturing a nearearth asteroid and dragging it into an
earth orbit.
But, why would an asteroid be a
candidate for mining?
DAT ELINE: January 2, 2013 – “NASA
mulls plan to drag asteroid into
moon’s orbit”
New Scientist reports that, “…NASA is
considering a proposal to capture an
asteroid and drag it into the moon’s
orbit…by the 2020’s.” T he article says
that, “Robotically bringing a (7m-wide)
asteroid to the moon…would be a
more attractive step” to allow further
robotic probes, “…and maybe even
humans.” More importantly, New
Scientist says, “Such work could help
develop ways to use asteroid material
for construction or spaceship fuels,
making it a stepping stone for human

missions to larger asteroids and
eventually to Mars.” (3)
DAT ELINE: January 25, 2013 –
“Asteroid Mining Becoming More Of A
Reality”
Kitco News, a precious metals
industry service reports that, “…Deep
Space Industries (DSI) is working
towards making asteroid mining a
reality.” DSI, of McLean, Virginia, “…
plans to launch two…space probes
named FireFly in 2015.” DSI is
ultimately “…looking for asteroids that
are between 100 and 300 meters
long.” T he company is quoted as
saying, “Our main commercial market,
we believe will be propellant…for
communication satellites…” But, they
are also looking at other by-products
for mining: “T here are some asteroids
that are high in water, methane and
other hydrocarbons…nickel-iron…gold,
silver and platinum.” Regarding the
shift in interest to capture and drag an
asteroid into orbit, the article states,
“Bringing it back to an orbit where it
can be more easily accessed is a
relatively new idea (as opposed to)
setting up an outpost on an asteroid
and mining it while it was in (its own)
orbit.” (4)
So, what did Sitchin have to say about
Phobos?
In his book “Genesis Revisited”,

Zecharia Sitchin entirely devotes
Chapter 12 to the enigma that is
Phobos. In it, he details the first failed
Russian probe to the asteroid
(launched July 12, 1988), which was
known as Phobos 2. T he probe was
equipped with “…highly sophisticated
equipment that included two
packages of instruments to be placed
on the moonlet’s surface.” (5)
T he Soviet mission control center
announced that communication with
the probe was lost on March 28, 1989.
Assisting the Soviets was the
European Space Agency, along with
French and German scientific
institutions. But none were able to reestablish communication with the
probe. However, the probe’s final
pictures were beamed to the control
center.

Sitchin continues: “… reports in the
European press (but for some reason
not in the U.S. media) spoke of an
‘unidentified object’ that was seen ‘in

the final pictures taken by the
spaceship,’ which showed an
‘inexplicable’ object or ‘elliptical
shadow’ on Mars.” Without going into
further detail, some believe that the
probe was taken out of commission
by some kind of sentinel protecting
Phobos from intruders. T he whole
episode has previously received
coverage on cable broadcasts.
“It is noteworthy that Phobos, unlike
the smaller Deimos, has peculiar
features that have led some scientists
in the past to suspect that that it was
artificially fashioned,” Sitchin says.
“T here are peculiar ‘track marks’ that
run almost straight and parallel to
each other. T he possibility that
these…tracks were caused by flowing
water or wind has been ruled out…
T he tracks seem to lead to or from a
crater that covers more than a third
of the moonlet’s diameter and whose
rim is so perfectly circular that it looks
artificial.” (5)
Sitchin speculates: “Were a natural
crater and interior faults artificially
carved out by ‘someone’ to create…a
shelter, shielding its occupants from
the cold and radiation of space?”
Maybe so, but Sitchin’s own
interpretation of the cuneiform seals
and tablets indicates that the Red
Planet was first a base for Alalu and

his people and then developed as a
“way station” by the Anunnaki to ship
Earth’s gold back to the home planet
Nibiru.
Following NASA’s and the private
sector’s approach on how to establish
a base on the Moon, resources for
raw construction materials, spaceship
fuel and water are paramount and
must be available locally. Where would
all of these resources be available in
concentrated amounts? Contained
within the proper asteroid, of course!
T he proximity of the Main Asteroid
Belt, located between Mars and Jupiter
provides just such a good hunting
ground for resource-rich asteroids.
In Sitchin’s own writings (6,7), he
leaves a trail of breadcrumbs which –
when considered in tandem with
NASA’s and the private sector’s
current efforts to capture, drag into
orbit and mine asteroids – leaves me
to confidently conclude that Phobos
was brought to its current location in
an effort to mine it for resources used
in constructing the Mars way station.
It may also, as Sitchin has speculated,
have served as a shelter shielding its
occupants from the cold and radiation
of space. In my opinion, a Mars way
station that functioned for thousands
of years could not have been
efficiently constructed were these
resources to have been shipped in

from points beyond.
T he following includes excerpts from
a paper by Sasha Lessin, Ph.D. (8):
Our timeline begins some 500,000
years ago, when King Lahma, the
eighth dynastic King on Nibiru
confronted environmental disaster.
Nibiru was losing atmosphere, needed
for climate stability and survival of its
people. King Lahma considered nuking
the volcanoes and sending miners to
nearby asteroids to create an
atmospheric barrier and preserve the
atmosphere. King Lahma’s scientists
suggested that since the asteroid
probes had indicated the presence of
gold, that the metal could be
recovered, reduced to powder and
spread into Nibiru’s atmosphere.
It should be noted here that today,
the canopies of jet fighters like the F16 contains fine gold powder, used to
deflect the harmful rays of the Sun.
Also, scientists investigating a
response to climate change have
suggested geo-engineering the
Earth’s atmosphere with fine metallic
dust to induce global cooling, not
unlike when volcanoes discharge
metric tons particles into the
atmosphere and thereby cools the
planet. T hese methods are designed
to deflect the rays of the Sun.

King Lahma was deposed (fatally) by
Prince Alalu because of his failure to
implement a plan to save the planet.
Anu, Lahma’s rightful heir, agreed to
Alalu’s rule. Anu’s firstborn son,
Ea/Enki married Alalu’s daughter
Damlina/Ninki to seal the deal. King
Alalu then proceeded to address
Nibiru’s urgent need to preserve its
atmosphere. King Alalu tried nuking
the volcanoes, but it wasn’t enough to
correct the problem.
He sent up a mission to the asteroids
to mine for gold, but the rocket
crashed leaving no survivors. Anu,
now citing his rightful succession to
the throne and Alalu’s failures,
challenged him to the kingship. In a
hand-to-hand match up, Anu emerged
victorious and became king.
In an attempt to regain his rule, Alalu
stole a rocket and made his way
through the asteroid belt to Earth,
where he found gold in the (Persian)
Gulf. He threatened Nibiru with nukes
and said that the fate of Nibiru’s
atmosphere was in his hands. Anu’s
son Enlil beamed to Alalu to prove
there was enough gold there, and
Alalu responded with technical data
proving his contention. Ea/Enki, as
son-in-law to Alalu, was in a position
to mediate and asked the governing
Council to approve a mission for him
to pass through the asteroid belt, visit

Earth and obtain gold from its waters
in the Gulf. “Let Alalu rule Earth, but for
kingship on Nibiru let him wrestle
Anu,” he said. Anu also approved of
the plan.
When Ea/Enki reached the asteroid
belt, he blasted the rocks in his path
with water, which was also a part of
his on-board propulsion system. But
the pilot Anzu warned that the water
levels were depleted and the rocket
would fail to reach Earth unless more
water was added. Water was found on
Mars and the mission reached its
destination.
Meeting up with Alalu, Ea/Enki built the
first settlement, Eridu near the Gulf
where gold recovery operations from
those waters began in earnest.
Ea/Enki also built a flying chariot and
with his personal pilot Abgal probed
the planet further for other sources of
gold. After sending two successive
shipments of gold back to Nibiru, it
was determined that the Gulf water’s
yield was insufficient to address the
atmospheric problem. Finally, Ea/Enki
found huge veins of gold in Southeast
Africa, which was called the Abzu.
Enlil then visited Earth and confirmed
the massive find of gold in the Abzu,
enough to save Nibiru’s atmosphere.
With rivalries between Alalu and Anu,
and Enki and his brother Enlil

continuing to smolder, Anu traveled to
Earth at Enlil’s request to draw lots
and settle the chain of leadership once
and for all. T hree lots were drawn: one
for rule over Nibiru; another to control
the Persian Gulf operations; and
another to control operations in the
Abzu and sea lanes to the Gulf. Enlil
became the Lord of the Command
and was based in the Edin (Gulf);
Ea/Enki was awarded oversight of the
Abzu and of the seas; but Alalu
disagreed that Anu should be the ruler
of Nibiru, asserting both his command
of the Earth and of Nibiru.
So, Anu and Alalu again engaged in a
hand-to-hand wrestling contest.
Without going into further details,
Alalu was exiled to Mars with food and
tools along with the pilot Anzu, after
“playing dirty” in his contest with Anu.
Anzu would tend to Alalu until his
death there.
After Anu arrived back on the home
planet, he told the Council of
ambitious plans to hunt for gold
throughout the solar system; there
would be continuous freight shuttles
between Earth and way stations on
the Moon and Mars, as well as on
other satellites. From these way
stations, the gold would be shipped
back to Nibiru.
Sending his daughter Ninmah with a

crew of female health officers back to
Earth, Anu instructed her to check in
on Alalu as they passed Mars on the
way in. He further ordered her to give
Anzu other crewmembers to
construct the first way station. Upon
arriving on Mars, Ninmah found Alalu
had died and gave 20 crewmembers
to Anzu, with orders to construct the
way station to accept the shipments
of gold bound for Nibiru.
Such a major undertaking could not be
done without access to construction
materials including metals. And, with a
dual mission which included a hunt for
gold throughout the solar system, the
main belt asteroids become prime
candidates to drag into local orbit and
mine for these resources. Mars
contains traces of water, necessary
for life, fuel and perhaps electricity.
But on the metal front, the planet is
mainly composed of iron oxides and
short on other metals. So, asteroids
are a likely place to obtain what was
needed to develop the way station.
Was Phobos mined? Was Deimos also
placed in the queue?
While today’s internet blog sites may
point to blockbuster sci-fi movies
while speculating that Phobos is a
starship or planet-killing machine, I am
content to point to what I call “T he
Most Fantastic Story Ever T old” —
Zecharia Sitchin’s Earth Chronicles —

when I propose for your consideration
that Phobos is a mined asteroid. T he
circumstantial evidence left behind by
the Anunnaki speaks for itself.
Update 2nd March 2013
On the evening of 28/2/13,
broadcaster Linda Moulton Howe
appeared to take a swipe at the
proposals put forward in this article on
Coast-T o-Coast AM (9). Without citing
this paper directly, Howe writes in a
follow-up article on her website:
“Recently an article came to Earthfiles,
along with an illustration of how
Phobos is camouflage for a
structured interior. Allegedly the
information source was someone
within the European Space Agency,
known as ESA. No one at ESA has
confirmed any reality to the illustration
and web article…” (10)
She seems to have confused the
information provided in this article for
some kind of official ESA press
release, which it quite evidently isn’t.
As a result, she discussed Phobos with
Dr. Jay Melosh of Perdue University.
He dismissed speculation that Phobos
is hollow or an artificial body and,
instead, suggested that it is
“thoroughly fractured and has a lot of
void space in it.” (9)
If Linda Moulton Howe’s point is that

the illustration at the top of this article
is not properly referenced, then one
cannot help but be amused by the
irony here: She fails to reference this
article in both her C2C interview and
her Earthfiles article. T he broader
irony is Howe’s “mainstream”
response to the large voids of
Phobos, and Coast’s willingness to
allow for such a one-sided debate.
Written by Lee Covino, 9th February
2013 (updated 2/3/13 by Lee Covino
and Andy Lloyd
What do you think? Is Phobos a mined
asteroid? Do you have your own
theory on the hollow object? We want
to know! Visit us at our official
Facebook page, tweet us
@WhoForted, or leave a comment
below!
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ANCIENT
TECHNOLOGY
youtube by JASON
MARTELL, EVIDENCE
FOR ANCIENT ALIENS
ADVANCED
TECHNOLOGY

For History Channel you tube, click
below

SOME EVIDENCE FOR ADVANCED
T ECHNOLOGY OF ET S FROM NIBIRU
HUNDREDS OF T HOUSAND YEARS
AGO by Sasha Lessin, Ph.D.
NIBIRANS MAPPED, FROM SKY,
ANT ARCT IC LANDMASS AND FLOOD
T HEY SAW
“13,000 years ago, the Ice Age
abruptly ended; Antarctica was freed
of its ice cover. Its coasts, bays, rivers
were seen.” Nibiran Goldmining
Expedition personnel, from spacecraft
orbiting Earth, saw the Antarctic
landmass after the icecap slid into the
South Sea. Our ancestors didn’t even
know the Antarctic continent existed
before “A.D. 1820, when British and
Russian sailors discovered it. It was
then, as it is now, covered by a
massive layer of ice; we know the
continent’s true shape under the

icecap by means of radar.” Yet, in
1958, Antarctica appears on world
maps–ice-free–from the fourteenth
centuries A.D.–hundreds of years
before the discovery of Antarctica.”
[ZS, Encounters: 99-102]

Antarctic landmass beneath ice,
revealed to Nibirans flying above it
after Deluge of 13,000 years ago

”Mapmakers in the Age of Discovery
stated that their sources were ancient
maps from Mesopotamia. No mortal
seamen, even given advanced
instruments, could have mapped
Antarctica and its inner features in
those early days, and certainly not an
ice-free Antarctica. Only someone
viewing it from the air could have
done it. T he only ones around at the
time were the Anunnaki.” [ZS,

Encounters: 99-102]
ET S LEFT HUGE DOODLES &
ROCKET S T AKEOFF LINES
Evidence of the last Nibiran spaceport
on Earth includes 740 take-off trails
atop huge scraped drawings
[geogylphs] of “known and imaginary
animals and birds made by removing
the topsoil several inches, executed
with one continuous line that curves
and twists without crossing over itself.
Attempts to show that a horde of
workers working at ground level and
using scrapers could have created
these images failed. Someone
airborne used a soil-blasting device to
doodle on the ground below.

“T he feet-deep ’Candelabra’ in nearby
Bay of Paracas was obtained in the
same way” by aircraft “equipped with
some ray gun gizmo.

Nibiran pilots used “the Nazca
flatlands in their final spaceport,
doodling for fun while killing time
before takeoffs.” [ZS, Journeys: 192 211]

In addition to the geoglyphs, there are
actual lines, “the Nazca Lines, that run
straight without fault. T hese stretch–
sometimes narrow, sometimes wide,
sometimes short, sometimes long–
over hills and vales no matter the
shape of the terrain.” T he straight
lines “crisscross each other,
sometimes running over and ignoring
the animal drawings. T hese are not
made with handheld ray guns. T he
lines are not horizontally level–they
run straight over uneven terrain,
ignoring hills, ravines, gullies. T hey are
not runways. T hey are the result of
takeoffs by craft taking off and
leaving on the ground below ‘lines’
created by their engine’s exhaust.” On
a nearby mountain, lines of grooves
outline a landing corridor; “circles and
squares form a cross, as in a modern

heliport.” [ZS,, Journeys: 212 -213]

ROCKET IMAGES, DESCRIPT IONS,
ROUT E MAPS AND CALCULAT IONS
Ancient engravings show spaceports,
rockets, launch towers, helicopters,
flying saucers, accounts of take-offs,
landings and journeys. Rocket and
airplane journeys of Anu, Enlil, Anu,
Enki, Ea, Anzu, Marduk, Inanna
abound.

3-Stage rocketship carving from Anu’s temple
in Uruk

Helicopter, two airplanes, Ziasudra’s
submersible on ancient relief frieze, twentyfive feet above the floor on an Abydos temple
Egypt [Mruzek, vejprty.com]

Drawing from Anu’s temple at Uruk
shows “multistage rocket atop which
rests the command cabin, engines at

the bottom, Igigi Astronauts within.

Phoenician coin from Gebal, Lebanon
shows a launch tower

Hittite glyphs showed cruising
missiles, rockets mounted on launch
pads and a god inside a radiating
chamber.
Nibirans on Earth had “craft that could
appear over a place, hover for awhile,
and disappear from sight again.
Ezekial, on the banks of the Khabur in
northern Mesopotamia, reported “a

helicopter consisting of a cabin resting
on four posts, each equipped with
rotary wings–a whirlbird. A “Seal found
in Crete dated to the thirteenth
century depicts a rocketship moving in
the skies (above cart)and propelled by
flames escaping from its rear.”

Ancient Helicopters/UFOs

Earthlings saw rockets and jets as firebreathing dragons, just as they saw
an Anunnaki submarine “swallow” then
discharge Jonah from “whale”
undigested.

T he epic of Gilgamesh details an
“ancient account of launching a
rocket. First the tremendous thud as
the rocket engines ignited (‘the
heavens shrieked’), accompanied by
the shaking of the ground (‘the earth
boomed’). Clouds of smoke and dust
enveloped [the Sinai Spaceport] the
launching site (‘daylight failed,
darkness came’). T hen the brilliance of
the ignited engines showed through
(‘lightning flashed’); as the rocket
began to climb skyward, ‘a flame shot
up.’ T he cloud of dust and debris
‘swelled’ in all directions; then as it
began to fall down, ‘it rained death!’
Now the rocket was high in the sky,
streaking heavenward (‘the glow
vanished; the fire went out’). T he
rocket was gone from sight; and the
debris ‘that had fallen had turned to
ashes’” [ZS, 12th Planet: 128 -172]
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ETS ENGINEERED
THEIR SAPIEN GENES
ON OUR ERECTUS
GENOMES
MICROEVOLUT ION’S VALID,
MACROEVOLUT ION INVALID
Articles & youtubes
by Sasha Lessin, Ph.D. (Anthropology,
U.C.L.A.)
In anthropology in the ‘60s, my
teachers attributed all human
development to gradual evolution. A
Miocene or Pliocene anthropoid ape
that evolved from simpler primates
slowly, in turn, evolved over millions of
years into us [Clark, D., W., 1959,
History of the Primates:178]. We
multiplied as we planted food, created
cities and developed ever-more
effective technologies. Yet, in terms
of biological evolution, we lacked
linking intermediate skeletons of
primates from which the teachers
thought we evolved and modern
findings indicate several
contemporaneous advanced hominids

co-existed with Homo Erectus, and
may have been the product of human
settlement on Earth long before Enki
and crew colonized Earth, some
400,000 years ago.
Freer, in Sapiens Arising, catalogues
the huge discontinuities between
Earth’s primates and our species:
1) Primates here have 48
chromosomes; we have 46
2) We showed up suddenly, 300,000
and 200,00 years ago, too suddenly to
have evolved from earlier primates
3) Our females lack the estrus cycles
of T erran primates
4) We’ve chins, needed to close the
more gracile jaws than other primates
here, who have buttressed eye
scockets to protect their eyes from
the snapping closed of fighting jaws
5) We lack the bone density and
muscle strength of other Earth
primates
6) Our eye sockets, unlike theirs are
“far more rectangular than round
7) “Our skin, sweat process and
glands, body hair and salt
management are completely
different.”
8) We’re completely bipedal; they

aren’t
9) “T he vast majority of species on
Earth” have only a few genetic
diseases, we show 4000 since we
were created as a disposable slave
species
10) “Homo Erectus, our half ancestor
took a million years to go from rough
stone tools to smoth ones” we’re
going to Mars in just 200,000 years.
He concludes, “DARWINIAN
PRINCIPLES DO NOT APPLY T O OUR
SYNT HET IC GENESIS [as engineered
hybrid Nibiran/Erectus mine slaves]
and subsequent development except
as a minor theme in our incidental
climatic and regional physical
adaptations.” [page 37]
“300,000 years ago, “the Anunnaki
[astronaut-goldminers from the
planet Nibiru] jumped the gun on
[Earth’s] evolution and, using genetic
engineering, upgraded a hominid,
Homo Erectus–to an intelligent, toolhandling Homo sapiens) to be their
serf. It happened in the Great Rift
Valley zone of southeast Africa, just
north of the goldmining land.
“T he wild hominid of the Abzu [Africa]
had DNS similar enough to the
Anunnaki’s that just a little genetic
mixing produced a Being that,
according to Sumerians and the Bible,

was akin to the `gods’ both inwardly
and outwardly except for their
longevity. All life on Earth, from birds
to fishes, flora to algae, and down to
bacteria and virises–all have the very
same DNA, the four nucleic acid
letters from which all genes and
genomes are made. T he DNA of the
Anunnaki wasthe same as the DNA of
all life on Nibiru. T he DNA on Earth
and the DNA on Nibiru were the
same.”
Our genome of less than 30,000
genes “contains 223 genes that do
not have any predecessors on the
genomic evolutionary tree. T hese 223
genes were found to be completely
missing in the whole range of the
vertebrae phase of evolution. T hese
genes involve physiological and
cerebral functions to humans.”
T he theory of panspermia, that Earth
was “seeded from elsewhere,” was
put forth in cuneiform clay tablets
millennia ago. Life on Earth and life on
Nibiru–DNA on Earth and DNA on
Nibiru–was imparted by Nibiru to
Earth during the Celestial Battle
[where the planet Nibiru and its
moons 3.9 million years ago knocked
Proto-Earth (T iamat) and its moon
from between Jupiter and Mars to
between Mars and Venus].
Obtainment of such a ready-made
Seed of Life explains how life could

begin on Earth in the relatively
immediate aftermath of the
cataclysm. Since Nibiru, at the time of
the collision, already possessed
formed DNA, evolution began there
much earlier. Just 1% earlier would
mean a head start of 45,000,000
Earth-years–more than enough
evolutionary time for Nibiru’s
astronauts to meet Homo Erectus on
Earth.” T he planet “Nibiru is the
`Creator of the Primeval Seed who
`furnished the Seed of Earth’
beginning with herbs and vegetation
that sprouts and culminating with
`providing the Seed of All People, all
life stemming from the same `seed’–
DNA–in a chain leading from Nibiru’s
`Primeval Seed’ to the `Seed of All
People.'”[Sitchin, Z., 2010, T here Were
Giants Upon the Earth, pages 153 162]
T he Nibirans’ chief scientist, Enki,
knew the 223 genes in his genome
differed from Homo Erectus’. “Our
genome contains less than 30,000
genes. It contains 223 genes that do
not have any predecessors on the
genomic evolutionary tree. T hese 223
genes involve physiological and
cerebral functions peculiar to
humans.” Enki withheld genes
affecting longevity. “Anunnaki did not
give us the relatively extreme
longevity they possessed because it

did not suit their purposes. We were
invented as slave workers.
Add the engineering genes article here
Ancient Aliens History Channel

Youtube Evidence HOMO SAPIENS
MILLIONS OF YEARS EARLIER T HAN
EVOLUT IONIST S SAY
Cremo & T hompson document
EVIDENCE

SASHA LESSIN COMMENT S
Unfortunately, the youtube’s just a
teaser. I’ve read all Cremo’s books,
heard him lecture many times and
have had extended one-to-one talks
with him. His evidence for humanity’s
antiquity and the invalidity of
macroevolutionary theory’s
overwhelming. Darwinian evolution’s
valid only for microevolution
situations.
PYE & SIT CHIN: ET S FROM PLANET X
MIXED T HEIR GENES & ERECT US’ T O
MAKE US SLAVES: youtube + Sasha
Lessin article
T he youtubes

DARWIN SUCKS: Alien Orig ins of
Lif e on Earth, Pye youtube

Microevolution’s f act,
macroevolution’s wrong .
Pye shows overwhelming evidence for
gene splicing to account for Homo
Sapiens having two less chromosomes
than Homonoids that already walked
the Earth, and Homo Sapiens have
more than 4,000 genetic defects
from chemical gene-splicing of

Anunnaki genes onto Homo Erectus
genes. Hominids, such as chimps and
gorillas, which had millions of years to
evolve on Earth, have only a few
hundred of these defects. Pye
(Sitchin and T ellinger too) presents
conclusive evidence for genetic
engineering 300,000 to 200,000 years
ago to create us hybrid slaves of the
Anunnaki Goldmining Expedition to
Earth.

***
ENKI FOMENT ED MINE MUT INY AS
EXCUSE T O CREAT E SLAVE SPECIES:
Internet Radio & Article
by Sasha Lessin, Ph.D.
(Anthropolog y, U.C.L.A.)

For radio, click arrow below:
Radio Episode 3:

Lis te n to inte rne t radio with Aquarian
Radio o n Blo g Talk Radio

ENKI SAW ERECTUS’GENOME LIKE
NIBIRANS’ by Sasha Lessin, Ph.D.
(Anthropolog y, UCLA)
Some 300,000 years ago, Enki, Chief
Scientist and Goldmining Operations
Chief of the Nibiran Mining Expedition
to Earth, went to the Great Rift Valley

(southeast Africa) to direct mining
operations there and study an
intelligent, fire-using primate, Homo
Erectus. Enki and his 900 or so
Expedition Personnel were full-on
Homo Sapiens Sapiens–pretty much
like us, but twelve-feet or more tall.
Erectus, Enki noted, freed animals from
traps and communicated
telepathically rather than with
language. Enki thought Erectus either
evolved on Earth from Nibiran genes
delivered when Nibiru invaded the
solar system or Erectus devolved
from Homo Sapien colonists on Earth
long before 450,000 years ago, when
the Nibirans arrived. Erectus’ and
Nibirans’ genomes differed only a few
hundred (out of 30,000) genes.
Erectus would evolve in a few million
years into Homo Sapiens. He built a
lab in Zimbabwe to speed Erectus’
development. [Cremo,: Forbidden
Archeology; Devolution:-2 9 – 41; ZS,
Genesis: 121; Giants: 16, 153]

.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.ENKI INST IGAT ED MUT INY T O
JUST IFY NIBIRAN/ERECT US MINE
SLAVES
At the mines, miners griped that boss
Ennugi worked them too hard.

.
Ennugi radioed Enki in Zimbabwe, but

Enki sided with the miners and slyly
told them to shrink gold shipments,
lure Enlil to the mines and trap him.
He planned to get Enlil to accept a
plan for Erectus. When the miners cut
gold to Badtibira, Enlil sent Ninurta to
investigate. Miners “were backbiting
and lamenting, in the excavations they
were grumbling. ‘Unbearable is the
toil.‘”
“Call Enlil to the mines,” Enki told
Ninurta, “Let the Commander see how
the miners suffer.”
When Enlil and his Vizier, Nusku,
arrived, “‘Let us unnerve Enlil,’ mineworking heros shouted. ‘Of the heavy
work let him relieve us. Let us proclaim
war, with hostilities let us gain relief.’ T o
their tools they set fire, fire to their
axes they put.” T hey held Ennugi
hostage and, with tools as torches,
surrounded the house Enlil occupied.
Enlil beamed Anu to shuttle to Earth
and shoot the miners’ leaders and
their instigator (implying Enki).
T he miners wouldn’t say who led or
incited them, but Anu felt for them.
Ninurta wanted new miners from
Nibiru. Enki said, instead, “Let us create
a Lulu, a primitive worker, the hardship
to take over, let the Being the toil of the
Anunnaki carry on his back. The Being
that we need, it already exists. All that we

have to do is put on it the mark of our
essence [genes], thereby a Lulu, a
Primitive Worker, shall be created!” [ Z S , Enki:
124 -127; Encounters: 347- 380]

Enki showed Erectus to Enlil and
Ninurta, “Ningishzidda, my son, their
fashioning essence [DNA structure] has
tested; akin to ours it is, like two serpents
it is entwined. When with our life essence
shall be combined, our mark upon them
shall be, a Primitive Worker shall be
created. Our commands will he
understand. Our tools he will handle, the
toil in the excavations he shall perform,
to the Anunnaki in the Abuzu relief shall
come.“ [ Z S , Enki: 130]
(Ningishzidda carving below)
.
.

ENKI, NINGISHZIDDA & NINMAH
MADE SLAVES
Enlil objected. “Don’t create slaves.
Slavery has from Nibiru long been
ended. Tools are slaves, not other
beings.” Ninurta told Enki, “Make
machines, not slaves.” [ Z S , Wars: 130]
“Earthlings we create,” said Enki, “shall

helpers, not slaves, be.”
Enlil shouted, “To create hybrid beings is
in The Rules Of Planet Journeys
forbidden.”
T he early experiments with genetic
engineering created many failures and
some viable creatures–griffin, cyclop,
merpeople, minotar.

.
Enki and Ningishzidda serviced
Erectus women but failed to
impregnate them. So Enki and
Ningishzidda gathered their own seed,
and, in test tubes, fertilized
Erectus ova to create zygotes. T hen
they planted the zygotes in
Erectus women. T he first babies born
of the Erectus women lacked vision,
hand dexterity or internal functioning.
T o beat these defects, Ninmah
created the next zygote in a vessel of
copper8 and African clay instead of a
test tube.

.
.
But this zygote grew into a child who
couldn’t talk. [ ZS, The 12th Planet, 352]]
T hen Enki planted a copper/clay
vessel-grown zygote in
Ninmah’s womb, rather than an
Erectus’ or in an incubation box, to see
if the baby Ninmah bore could speak.
“In the clay vessel the admixture they
made, the oval of an Earth female
with Anunnaki male essence they put
together. T he fertilized egg into the
womb of Ninmah by Enki was
inserted. T here was conception.
“T o a male child Ninmah birth was
giving. Enki the boy child held in his
hands, the image of perfection was
he. He slapped the newborn on his
hindparts; the newborn uttered proper
sounds. He handed the newborn to
Ninmah. ‘My hands have made it!’
victoriously she shouted.” [ Z S , Wars 138 – 139]

.
Adamu [“one like South African Earth’s
clay”–a red shade],

he had smooth and

dark red (not black, not white) skin and
black hair (Nibirans, in contrast, were
white-skinned and blue-eyed).
Adamu’s “malehood; odd was its
shape, by a skin was its forepart
surrounded, unlike that of Anunnaki
malehood it was. ‘Let the Earthling from
us Anunnaki by this foreskin be
distinguished.’ So was Enki saying .” [ Z S ,
Divine Encounters 47; Enki 139; Te lling e r, Slave Species: 251]

Once she had Adamu, the prototype
for the primitive worker,
Ninmah radioed the Med Center at

Shurubak; she needed seven doctors
who’d volunteer their wombs to grow
offspring of Adamu. “‘His essence alone
as a mold shall be!’ so was Enki
saying.” Ninmah and the women
swore they’d love and support the
babes they’d bare. [ Z S , Enki 141]
“In seven vessels of the clay of Abzu
[Africa] made,

Ninmah ovals [zygotes

which Ningishzidda’s and Enki’s sperm
fertilized] of

the two-legged females

placed. T he life essences of
Adamu she extracted bit by bit in the
vessels she it inserted. T hen in the
malepart of Adamu an incision she
made, a drop of blood to let out.
‘Let this a Sign of Life be; that Flesh and
Soul have combined let it forever
proclaim.’ She squeezed the malepart
for blood, one drop in each vessel to
the admixture she added. ‘In this clay’s
admixture, Earthling with Anunnaki shall
be bound. To a unity shall the two
essences, one of Heaven, one of Earth,
together be brought.’ In the wombs of
the birth-giving heroines the fertilized
ovals were inserted.” Ninmah cut
Adamu’s seven healthy boys from
their wombs. [ Z S , Enki 141; 12th Planet: 352]
T I-AMAT , T HE HYBRID
GIRL: BLONDE, WHIT E & BLUE-EYED
LIKE NIBIRAN GIRLS
T o create a female,

Ningishzidda planted another zygote,
prepared with Adamu’s blood, in
Damkina, and, when it grew to a viable
female fetus, excised her.
Ninmah named the hybrid T i-Amat
(Mother of Life), a sandy-blonde.
[ Te lling e r, Slave Species: 452]

Ningishizidda put ova from T i-Amat
into seven test-tubes.
He planted them in the same doctors
who’d borne the hybrid males. All the
surrogate mothers carried female
hybrids, which he removed surgically.
When he told the doctors he needed
their wombs again, Ninmah objected,
“For my heroines too burdensome is
baring more Earthlings. Too few are the
heroines to bare numbers enough to
work mines.”
Enki brought Adamu and T i-Amat to
Edin but left the seven female and the
eight male hybrids made from
Adamu’s and T i-Amat’s gametes
together in an enclosure at his African
lab. T hey copulated often, but the
females didn’t conceive.
Nibiran Astronauts who again worked
the mines threatened mutiny if Enki
and Ningishzidda didn’t bring workers
to relieve them. Under pressure, at
the Med Center in
Shurubak, Ningishzidda compared
Nibiran genes and genes from

Adamu and T i-Amat. He found the
genes for reproduction.
Nibiran females had a recessive XY
chromosomal allele in their genotype
whereas T i-Amat had only XX.
T o make the hybrids breedable,
Ningishzidda anesthetized Enki,
Ninmah and T i-Amat. “From the rib of
Enki the life essence he extracted; into
the rib of Adamu the life essence he
inserted. From the rib of Ninmah the
life essence he extracted; into the rib
of T i-Amat the life essence He
inserted.
He proudly declared, ‘To their Tree of
Life two branches have been added, with
procreating powers their life
essencs are now entined .’” [ Z S , Enki:148]
Enki, Ninmah and Ningishzidda hid
how they’d altered T i-Amat. She and
Adamu stayed in Enki’s Persian Gulf
orchard, while her fetus gestated. T iAmat made leaf-aprons for herself
and Adamu.
ENLIL SENT ADAMU & T I-AMAT
FROM EDEN T O AFRICA
Enlil saw Adamu and T i-Amat wore
aprons and made Enki explain. Enki
confessed; T i-Amat’s fetus would, in
turn, breed. “The last bit of our life
essence to these creatures you have given,
to be like us in procreation knowing,
perchance our [millions of years] life cycles

on them to bestow,” Enlil roared. Enki’s
team had exceeded Enlil’s okay to
create mine slaves in test tubes or
with surrogate Nibiran mothers.
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Sitchin Verbatim: youtubes of The Lost
Book of Enki, T ablet 6
T he youtubes: click them in
succession and learn the truth about
our genetic engineering.
part 1

Part 2

Part 3

Part 4

Part 5

Part 6

http://enkispeaks.com/2012/10/31/anunnakigods-no-more-2/
for the T ablet 7, Part 1 youtube, click

Part 2, T ablet 7:

Part 3, T ablet 7:

Part 4, T ablet 7:

Part 5 Last youtube of T ablet 7

More on the Gods of Old: Anunnaki:
Gods No More by Sasha Lessin, Ph.D.
(Anthropology, U.C.L.A.)

http://enkispeaks.com/books/anunnakigods-no-more/

ET -ENGINEERED HYBRIDS DISPLACED
NEANDERT HAL BIGFOOT S
Lloyd Pye documents the gradual
displacement, from 120,000 years
ago when the hybrid Homo
Erectus/HomoSapiens hybrids they
created 300,000 years ago as
goldmining slaves drove the locally
adapted Neanderthals to the forests,
mountain valleys and swamps of
Earth. T hey even have stone
enclosures. Conventional
anthropologists reject the verified
data of over 10,000 footprints made
by the Neanderthals because they do
not fit the antropologists’
committment their Darwinian
interpretation of Homo Sapiens
evolving from Earth’s proto-hominids.

But not one bone of the protohominids, not one footbone, is as
slender as those of the Homo Sapien
hybrids created by the Nibiran to Earth
goldmining expedition some 300,000
and then improved some 200,000
years ago. T here’s no “missing link”
that anthropologists imagine would
show a transition from the huge thickboned prehominids that evolved into
Neanderthals in the fossils of Homo
Sapiens (us) found in 150 years of
searching, because we did not evolve
from earlier hominids.
Anthropologists are ruined
professionally if they say ET
intervention is even possible.
Academics must lie to keep their
posts. Pye and I, Sitichin, T ellinger,
Cremo and T hompson dare to
examine evidence instead of piously

perpetuating evolutionary dogma.
NEANDERT HALS ST ILL EXIST T ODAY,
all have flat noses, large eye-sockets,
hair-covered bodies, no foreheads,
skulls crammed down between their
shoulders (instead of long necks like
we have), brow ridges, flat feet, no
chins, hands that reach below the
knees. T hese modern Neanderthals
are scattered over every continent
except Antarctica, documented by
over 5,000 confirmable sightings,
films and accounts.
One well-documented account is of
the Neanderthal slave ZENA
Zena was a Neanderthal (Alma). Her
arms that reached her knees, typical
of Alma/Neanderthals) Russian
villagers caught her in 1850, caged her
for three years (till they broke her
spirit) then used as a village slave for
labor and sex. She could understand
Russian, but not speak, for she lacked
our vocal anatomy. She bred with the
local Russian men and three of her
hybrid children grew to adulthood. She
died in 1890 after 40 years of slavery.

T he

Neanderthal/Homo-Sapiens hybrids
she bore to Russian men were darkskinned, but not black; they could
speak. T hese surviving hybrids were
of average intelligence, but very
strong. T hey had the hair pattern of
Homo Sapiens and weren’t all hairy
like Mom. Pye’s youtube tells the story
of this slave Neanderthal in some
depth.
Our living Neandthals, Pye
documents, are stronger, with thicker
bones, feet better adapted for walking
than ours, faster, able to hear and
think better in the forests than we.
Pye identifies and presents the
nonconvertable evidence for 4 main
types of these hominds today:
1) SASQUASH/BIG FOOT , 7-10 feet
tall, 700-1000 lbs, covered with brown
or black body hair, found on all
continents except Antarctica, in upper

mountain valleys mainly, but
unrestricted in migration through the
45% of Earth that’s still impenetrable
to our on-foot exploration.
2) YET I/ABOMINABLE SNOWMAN, 57 feet tall, 300-600 lbs, lives in the 5
Himalayan Upper Mountain valleys,
covered with brown of black body hair.
3)

ALMA/MODERN NEANDERT HALS:
lives in th mounains of S. Russia and
W. China. 5-7 feet tall, 300-600 lbs.
4) AGOGWE, Pygmy Neanderthals
with reddish hair like orangutans’.
Agogwe live in the jungles of Africa,
Indonesia and South America

Pye youtube on Modern Neanderthals,
their evolution & Migration to NonPrimo Environments

Read More

NASA MOONED US
WITH LIES ABOUT
MOONWALK youtube
NASA transcripts,
Photos of mining
operations on moon

If they actually were on the moon,
they would have seen evidence the
Anunnaki had established stations on
the moon, modern mining operations
as documented by Bob Dean, and ??

Read More

ANUNNAKI GODS:
SITCHIN SETS HISTORY
RIGHT youtube

Home Planet Nibiru: What Led
Nibirans to Rocket to Earth
Anunnaki Gods? Hardly by Sasha
Lessin, Ph.D.
(Excerpt from Anunnaki: Gods No
More by Sasha Lessin, Ph.D.
www.enkispeaks.com
Zecharia SIT CHIN translated clay
tablets, statue bases and monuments
scribes inscribed in ancient Sumer
(now Iraq). T he inscriptions said how
extraterrestrial gods created and
conditioned us and Michael
T ELLINGER excavated ancient
settlements in South Africa. T his
information can free us to end war,

persecution, short lives, famine,
disease and pollution.
T he tablets Sitichin translated show
the Sumerians’ version of our solar
system’s history for the last 4.5 billion
years. 300,000 years ago, the tablets
say, the ET S added their genes onto
Homo Erectus’ to create
EART HLING-SLAVES. 13,000 years
ago, as the ET s’ planet, NIBIRU,
neared Earth, the Antarctic icesheet
slid into the South Sea and caused the
DELUGE, the ET S let most of the
hybrid Earthlings drown. ET S also
nuked Sodom and Gomorrah in 2024
B.C. and decimated the Earthlings of
Sumer with radiation. Nibirans with
advanced weaponry and biological
pathogens murdered hundreds of
thousands of Earthlings.
T he ET s, whom the scribes called
“gods” (the Bible’s Elohim), dictated
the tablets and statue tags. Statues
show the ET s looked like 7- 12 foot
(and taller) Swedes with SPACE-AGE
WEAPONS. T hese so-called “gods”
lived millions of Earth years. T hey said
an AT MOSPHERIC CRISIS 445,000
YEARS AGO ON NIBIRU drove them
to Earth for gold. Most Nibirans left
Earth in 2024 B.C..
Nibirans shaped our societies, bodies,
thoughts and consciousness. T hey
scripted us to OBEY MALES RANKED

IN HIERARCHY, T O DISDAIN
UNDERLINGS AND PERPET RAT E
VIOLENCE.
445,000 ago, Ea (Ptah, Buzur,
Hephaestus, Vulcan and Adoni), a
Nibiran Sumerians called ENKI,
rocketed to Earth with fifty men. 50
Medics, 600 miners and 300
astronauts and administrators
followed them. T he Expedition sought
gold to refine to floating monoatomic
white powder of gold and create a
suprerconductive shield for Nibiru’s
decaying atmosphere. Sumerians
named the Nibirans ANUNNAKI–
those who came from the sky.
Israelites called Nibirans Anakin and
Nefilim; Egyptians called Nibirans
Neter (Watchers).
T he Anunnaki found GOLD aplenty in
Africa and South America. Enki incited
the African miners to strike, then
pressed Enlil (aka Yahweh), the
Expedition Chief, to pardon the
strikers. Enki would, he said, breed
short-term MINING SLAVES to
replace the striking Nibirans.
T o make the slaves, Enki added his
genes, his sister NINMAH’s
mitochondrial DNA and genes of
Homo Erectus. Enki thought the
Creator-of-All designed Erectus to
evolve into Homo Sapiens.
NINGISZIDDA–Enki’s son, Ninmah

and Enki expedited the Creator’s
design; they made hybrid Earthlings
who could breed. We were like
Nibirans, though they had longer
heads and bigger brains. Enki made
our men with foreskins Nibiran men
lack.
Enki created us hybrids short, too. We
were short– under six foot tall–
versions of the 7- 12 foot tall. He
shortened our lifespans vs the Nibiran
livespan; his earliest hybrids might last
several hundred years, whereas
Nibirans lived millions of years. Earth’s
orbit, smaller than Nibiru’s, may also
shorten Earthlings’ lives. [ZS, Giants:
294 -347]
Nibiru revolves around NEMISIS, a
dark subdwarf star more massive
than Jupiter. Nemesis nears our Sun,
at the Kuiper Belt, 48 Astronomical
Units from Earth, every 10,800
Earth years. Nibiru circles Nemesis but
did not our sun. Instead, every 3,600
years Nibiru passes though our inner
solar system between Jupiter and
Mars. One of Nibiru’s years (the time
Nibiru takes to circle Nemesis) is thus
3,600 Earth years–long enough for
180 generations of Homo Sapiens
Earthlings to live and die. [Lloyd, Dark
Star: 176 -181, 225 – 228]
Enki created our ancestors. He and

the Nibirans on Earth begat babies
with each generation of us Earthlings.
Nibirans trained us to mine gold and
copper. We tended their crops,
livestock and mansions. From 300,000
years ago until the Great Flood,
millions of us toiled for the ET s in
South Africa.
After the Flood, 13,000 years ago,
Expedition bosses had us call them
“gods.” T hey made us build temples,
palaces, hangars and cities in Sumer,
Egypt, Mesoamerica and South
America. T hey taught us
AST RONOMY, MET ALLURGY,
MAT HEMAT ICS, AGRICULT URE,
HERDING, WRIT ING, ARCHIT ECT URE
AND GEOLOGY to support cities and
palaces. T hey owned and ruled us.
Descendants of ENLIL, Commander
of the Nibiran Goldmining Expedition,
whom Sitchin called Enlilites, ruled the
Earthlings of Sumer and India. Chief
Scientist Enki’s descendants, whom
Sitchin called Enkiites, ruled the
Earthlings of Africa, Basara (then
called Edin) on the Persian Gulf and
Bagdad (then called Babylon). Enlilites
and Enkiites pitted Earthling armies
against each other. T he pushiest
Enkiites, Babylon’s god MARDUK (aka
Ra and Nimrod) and his demigod son
NABU, raised fifth-columns in Canaan
and sent Earthling armies to wrest the
Sinai Spaceport from the Enlilites. In

2023 B.C., ENLILIT ES NUKED the
Spaceport and the cities south of the
Dead
Sea to keep the Spaceport from the
Enkiites.
FALLOUT from the bombs spread to
Enlil’s Sumer but not Marduk’s
Babylon; Babylon nestled north of the
nuclear cloud. Sumers Enlilite gods
fled, but their Earthlings in Sumer,
except for those at Edin, whom Enki
saved, died. Marduk ruled Sumer for
awhile.
T he ET s and the bloodlines of hybrids
closest to them genetically (they
begat babies on each generation of
hybids) still rule Earth. T hey chain us in
matrices of religion, war and business.
Power hierarchies dedicated to
Yahweh and Allah compete to the
death.
Sumer’s history warns us to cast off
the hierarchical godspell and mind-set
of the Nibirans–Enlil, the patriarchal
and genocidal Nibiran Commander
who left Earth in 2024 B.C. as well as
woman-degraders Marduk and
Nannar and mass-killer Inanna who
stayed on Earth.
Nibirans taught us to war, fight,
enslave, slave, defoliate and pollute.
Each Nibiran god made us obey
blindly. Some Earthlings fled mines

and cities of the gods, hid in
hinterlands far from ET abuse and
wars, no longer fodder for spears,
arrows, chariots, explosives, lasers,
gas and biological agents.
Science confirms what the ET s saw
and charted when they rocketed to
Earth from beyond the parts of the
solar system Earthlings could see. T he
Nibirans saw Earth as they neared it
from space outside Neptune’s orbit.
T hey saw Earth recede as they
rocketed to rejoin Nibiru as it moved
past Neptune to orbit around
Nemesis.
Nibirans gave us physics, astronomy
and biology better than we have now.
Just nowadays, researchers verify
genetic, metallurgical, geological,
mathematic and astronomical data.
We validate with hard data predictions
and principles inscribed on the ancient
Sumerian tablets dictated, say the
Sumerians, by ET s.
T he truth of our origins frees us from
the “godspell.” Philosopher Neal Freer
defines godspell as our yearning for
Nibirans’ return and rule. But
EART HLING RELIGIONS UNDER T HE
SPELL OF GODS OBSESSED ON
GENEALOGICAL ST AT US,
HIERARCHY, MALE RULE AND WAR.
T HEY T RAINED T HE NIBIRAN IN
EACH OF US, T HE PART T HAT

FIGHT S, KILLS AND GRASPS.
T he Erectus in us–the short-lived
hominid the Nibirans altered–
resonates with Gaia, this planet and
with a natural cooperativeness and
capacity for interspecies empathy the
Nibirans lacked. When we know and
balance our Nibiran and Gaian
energies, we break the godspell,
become peers rather than servants of
the gods. We embrace both our
Nibiran and our Erectus natures, our
capacities to strive and compete as
well as capacities to support,
encourage, love and celebrate every
consciousness.
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ANCIENT ALIENS ON
MARS & MOON: Mike
Bara on paranormal
web radio

T o listen click the link below

http://www.kmod.com/cc00:00
00:00
common/podcast/single_page.html?
Mike Bara is a New York T imes
more_page=1&podcast=bmmsshow&selected_podcast=BMM
3-13_1357233346_29800.mp3
Bestselling
author, screenwriter and
lecturer. A selfâ€ described â€œBorn
Again conspiracy theorist,â€
Mikeâ€™s first book Dark
Missionâ€ T he Secret History of
NASA (coâ€ authored with the
venerable Richard C. Hoagland) was a
New York T imes bestseller in 2007.
His essay â€œT he Occult History of
NASAâ€ appears in Secret and
Suppressed II also from Feral House.
Mike has made numerous public
appearances lecturing on the subjects
of space science,NASA, physics and
the link between science and spirit. His
lectures from the Bay Area UFO Expo,
the Conscious Life Expo, the Aetherius
Society in Hollywood and an
appearance at the Roswell UFO
festival have been popular on
Youtube, and he has been a featured
guest on radio programs like Coast to
Coast AM
with George Noory.
Mike began his writing career after
spending more than 25 years as an
engineering consultant for major
aerospace companies like Boeing and
Northrop/Grumman. In 2010, Mike
returns with â€œT he Choiceâ€ a
new book for New Page Books which
he describes as â€œT he unified field

theory of physics and
metaphysics.â€ He promises that
â€œT he Choiceâ€ will peel back the
layers of mystery around the Mayan
calendar, 2012 and the future we can
expect if we donâ€™t heed
natureâ€™s warning signs. In
addition, a documentary film based on
T he Choice is currently in production
by Asgaard Media,
Dark Mission based DVD
documentary being produced by
Sacred Mysteries Productions.
ANCIENT ALIENS ON T HE MOON
Does NASA Hold the Secret to
Ancient Aliens on the Moon?
Researcher and DARK MISSION
coauthor Bara reveals here that
ancient entities, possibly of
extraterrestrial origin, lived on Earth
long ago and established bases in
various locations throughout the solar
system, our Moon being one of them!
If there were ancient aliens on Earth
and the Moon eons ago, what were
they doing? How may they have
intervened in the development of life
on Earth? What did NASA find in its
explorations of the solar system that
may have been kept from the general
public? Photographic evidence
suggests that the space agency
discovered ruined structures on other
orbs, including the Moon. How ancient

really are these ruins on the Moon?
And what happened to the builders of
them? Using official NASA and Russian
photos of the Moon, Bara looks at
vast cityscapes and domes in the
Sinus Medii region as well as glass
domes in the Crisium region. Bara
also takes a detailed look at the
mission of Apollo 17 and the claim
that this was a salvage mission,
primarily concerned with investigating
an opening into a massive hexagonal
ruin near the landing site. He
investigates the theories and evidence
that the Moon may be an artificial
structure, and examines the history of
lunar anomalies. He also identifies
amazing artifacts such as T he
Factory, T he Village and T he Ziggurat!
A must-read for fans of
extraterrestrial archeology! T ons of
photos of the Moon examined for
possible structures and other
anomalies. 8-Page Color photo
section.
Ancient Aliens On Mars
Best-selling author and Secret Space
Program researcher Bara brings us
this lavishly illustrated volume on alien
structures on Mars. Was there once a
vast, technologically advanced
civilization on Mars, and did it leave
evidence of its existence behind for
humans to find eons later? Did these
advanced extraterrestrial visitors

vanish in a solar system wide
cataclysm of their own making, only
to make their way to Earth and start
anew? Was Mars once as lush and
green as the Earth, and teeming with
life? Did Mars once orbit a missing
member of the solar system, a
â€œSuper Earthâ€ that vanished in a
disaster that devastated life on Earth
and Venus and left us only the
asteroid belt as evidence of its once
grand existence? Did the survivors of
this catastrophe leave monuments
and temples behind, arranged in a
mathematical precision designed to
teach us the Secret of a new physics
that could lift us back to the stars?
Does the planet have an automated
defense shield that swallows up
robotic probes if they wander into the
wrong areas? And are the lights still on
down there, deep below the sands of
Mars, just waiting for us to uncover
them? New York T imes Bestselling
author Mike Bara examines all these
questions and more in his new book
Ancient Aliens on Mars. Chapters
include: War of the Worlds, T he Mars
T idal Model, T he Death of Mars,
Cydonia and the Face on Mars, T he
Monuments of Mars, T he Search for
Life on Mars, T he T rue Colors of Mars
and T he Pathfinder Sphinx.
Read More

UFO INSIDERS NEIL
FREER & BOB DEAN

I know, trust and appreciate these two
wise fellows and hope you give them a
listen. Sasha Lessin, Ph.D.
Read More

Nephilim – Giants –
Archeology Articles &
Photos

Nephilim / Giant archeology – photos
Archeological digs find remains of the
Nephillim, who were the giants
described in the Bible.
http://www.biblebel ievers.org.
au/giants. htm
http://mtblanco. com/
T his is shocking and provides absolute
support of the Bible. Jim Schwiesow
said these were amalgamates of
humans and demonic spirits (fallen
angels) – ‘hybrids’ if you will. We will
most probably see these again in the
end days. T hese were the very reason
God destroyed the world by water in
Noah’s day, and will again by fire in the
end of the last days.
Gen 6:4 T here were giants in the earth
in those days and also after that when
the sons of God came in unto the
daughters of men and they bare
children to them. T he same became
mighty men which were of old, men of
renown. KJV
T his petrified finger found in
cretaceous limestone, belonged to a
“prehistoric” human. Broken short of
the middle joint, it measures 7.6 cm (3
inches). At full length it would measure
about 15 cm (6 inches).. In the photo,
it is compared to a regular full-length
finger. Excavations of this limestone
has also revealed a child’s tooth and

human hair.
Sectioning reveals the typical porous
bone structure expected in a human
finger. Cat-scan and MRI identified
joints and traced tendons throughout
the length of the fossil.
Cat-scan shows dark areas
interpreted as the interior of bones
and marrow. Areas less dense than
surrounding stones, easily pass Xrays, causing darkening of the image.
Black area is caused by sectioning.
T his dinosaur footprint in cretaceous
limestone on the banks of the Paluxy
River is approximately 30 cm (one
foot) across, and located with similar
tracks. Early excavations in this area
revealed human footprints inside the
dinosaur tracks leading to rumors that
the human prints had clawslater
excavations uncovered human
footprints up to 64 cm long (25
inches) next to the dinosaur printsthis
discounted the doubters. A human
handprint was also found. T his
confirms that
dinosaurs occupied the arbitrary and
spurious “cretaceous” period of
geological history. Human prints
contemporary with dinosaurs
contradict modern evolution theories
because mankind was not to evolve
for another 75 to 100 million years.
One of many human footprints

contemporary with dinosaurs taken
from the Paluxy River located in
Dinosaur Park near Glen Rose, T exas .
Pictured with my foot, it exceeds 45
cm (18 inches) in length. T he crosssectional cuts determined by
compression studies that it was a
woman’s footprint. Estimates indicate
her stature approximately 305 cm (10
feet) and 454 kg (1,000 lbs). Several
strata of human prints with dinosaur
prints have been excavated in this
park. According to Dr. Carl Baugh, the
archeologist who coordinated the
excavations, these strata were laid
down during the first few days of
Noah’s flood when water levels were
low enough to allow daily tidal
changes to form layers of mud so
fleeing creatures could seek higher
groundthe upper strata showed no
prints.
Obviously the people who lived
contemporary with dinosaurs were
intelligent, and the footprints indicate
that they were quite human, as the
large toe on primates is located close
to the heel to facilitate clinging to
branches
Dr. Hilton Hinderliter of Apollo
Campus Pennsylvania
State University, studied the evidence
presented at the Glen Rose, who
excavations and stated: “I would have
to say that the belief in evolution is in
a state of terminal illness but its death

will only be admitted by a new
generation of scientists whose minds
have not been prejudiced by the type
of education now prevalent in the
nation’s public schools, an education
which starts with the belief that
evolution has happened, which
interprets all evidence according to
that faith and simply discards any
evidence which cannot be fitted into
the evolutionary framework” (Quoted
from “Dinosaurs” by Dr. Carl E. Baugh,
1987. Promise Publishing Co., Orange
, CA 92667 .
T he Scripture says one of those
giants had fourteen inch fingers. Now,
your finger is just as long as your
closed hand. Open it up; that would be
a twenty-eight inch hand.
And they were scoffers at the seed of
the woman: Noah, the righteous.
Jesus said, “As it was in the days of
Noah, so will it be when the Son of
man is revealed.” T hat’s today. And it
is so. Genesis 6:1-4, “And it came to
pass, when men began to multiply on
the face of the earth, and daughters
were born unto them, that the sons of
God saw the daughters of men that
they were fair; and they took them
wives of all which they chose. And the
LORD said, My spirit shall not always
strive with man, for that he also is
flesh: yet his days shall be an hundred
and twenty years. T here were giants

in the earth in those days; and also
after that, when the sons of God
came in unto the daughters of men,
and they bare them children who
became mighty men which were of
old, men of renown.”
“. . . daughters of man . . .” signifies
the MORT ALIT Y of the serpent seed
in contrast to the immortality of the
sons of God. T heir EART HLY origin is
contrasted with the heavenly origin of
the “Sons of God,” created in the
likeness of Father God by His spoken
Word. T he “daughters of man” are
Cain’s race, the earthly, carnal
offspring of the Satan-incarnate
Serpent, they are hybrid and not a
spoken Word of God’s creation.
T he phrase, “came in unto” refers in
this connection only to the male who
visits a woman’s quaters and
describes the immorality of “free love”
which has repeated in this day along
with miscegenation between the
descendants of Cain and the children
of Adam as Jesus foretold and lauded
as “multiculturalism” (Genesis 30:16;
38:16; Matthew 24:37; Luke 17:2627).
“Men of renown” speaks of men with
an enduring name. Genesis describes
these people as great builders and
engineers, musicians, inventers,
craftsmen, unbelievers and scoffers

at the righteous of Adam’s race. T he
same race are renouned in these
occupations today. Undaunted by the
Flood their descendants declare ” . .
.let us make us a name . . .” and erect
a tower in carnal defiance of the Lord
God.
T he Hebrew word “Nephilim” is
rendered “giants” in our English Bibles,
but the form of the word indicates a
verbal adjective or noun of passive or
neuter signification, from Naphal, “to
fall” and means “the fallen ones,” that
is, the descendents of Cain.
Afterwards the term is transferred to
their offspring, the only other passage
in which it occurs.
In their evil report of the land of
Canaan , the ten spies say, “All the
people we saw in it were men of great
stature. And there we saw the
Nephilim, the sons of Anak,
descended from theNephilim: and we
seemed to ourselves as
grasshoppers, and so did we to them”
(Numbers 13:32-33).
It was doubtless the mention of the
great stature of these men, together
with the Septuagint rendering that
suggested our translation “giants.”
However the roots of the Greek word,
have no reference to great stature
and signify “earth-born” . T he
meaning of “giants” in our sense of

the term is secondary, arising from
the fact that these beings of mixed
birth are said to have displayed a
monstrous growth and strength of
body.
God commanded Moses to
exterminate the whole race of these
people from the Land of Canaan
whom He said would corrupt their
morals and pervert their heart to
paganism if they intermarried or
made agreements with them. Sadly,
history, the Bible and telephone
directories in every city record how
the sons of Israel intermarried with
daughters of men until today their
identity and their land has been
usurped by “men of renown”—clever
inventers, actors, musicians,
businessmen, singers, writers, traders,
bankers and outright liars.
T he Lord Jesus said, “. . . the children
of this world are in their lineage wiser
than the children of Light” (Luke 16:8).
Paul wrote, “Mortify therefore your
members which are upon the earth;
fornication, uncleanness, inordinate
affection, evil concupiscence, and
covetousness, which is idolatry: for
which things’ sake the wrath of God
comes on the children of
disobedience” (Colossians 3:5-6).
Immediately after the commission of

the antediluvian sin, God pronounced
the doom of the world. And prophecy
assures us the present-day great
rebellion will call forth the Lord Jesus in
flaming Fire to take vengeance. Only
those whose Names are written on
the Lamb’s Book of Life will not be
deceived—the Bride of Christ
manifesting the sons of God, and the
144,000 elect Israelites who are
Israelites of the flesh and of the faith.
An article from Strand magazine
(December,1895) reprinted in “T races
of the Elder Faiths of Ireland” by W.G.
Wood-Martin mentions this fossilized
giant discovered during mining
operations in County Antrim, Ireland:
“Pre-eminent among the most
extraordinary articles ever held by a
railway company is the fossilized Irish
giant, which is at this moment lying at
the London and North-Western
Railway Company’s Broad street
goods depot, and a photograph of
which is reproduced here. . . T his
monstrous figure is reputed to have
been dug up by a Mr. Dyer whilst
prospecting for iron ore in County
Antrim . T he principal measurements
are: entire length, 12ft. 2in.; girth of
chest, 6ft. 6in.; and length of arms,
4ft. 6in. T here are six toes on the right
foot. T he gross weight is 2 tons
15cwt.; so that it took half a dozen
men and a powerful crane to place

this article of lost property in position
for the Strand magazine artist. Dyer,
after showing the giant in Dublin,
came to England with his queer find
and exhibited it in Liverpool and
Manchester at sixpence, sixpence a
head, attracting scientific men as well
as gaping sightseers”.
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COVERUP: Kerry
Cassidy Interviews
NEIL FREER youtube

>Coverups:
ET s in modern times shut down our
nuclear attack mechanisms
We’re part ET -Nibiran (from the
planet Nibiru, which comes through

the inner solar system every 3,600
years, part Erectus
Yahweh/Enlil, Adonoi/Enki and
Allah/Marduk were just twelve-foot
humans with extreme longievity,
rockets, laser weapons, HAARP
technology, genetic engineering, free
electricity, excessive competition,
derogation of women, greed,
murderous tendencies and desperate
need for gold from Earth to rocket
back to Nibiru, process into floating
white powder of monoatomic gold
and preserve Nibiru’s atmosphere.
God-fearing religions: Christianity,
Judaism and Islam are ideological
straight-jackets designed to pit us
against each other and not see how
the Power Elite put in place by them
still control life on Earth. Vatican
Intelligence Priest Martin was
assassinated for going public on
George Nori’s Coast-to-Coast.
Nibiru sighted by modern
astronomers, info, first published,
then hidden. Astronomer Harrington
was assassinated for disclosing reality
of the planet Nibiru and the subdwarf
star, Nemesis, which is Nibiru’s
primary star. A 20-person team of
astronomers on the French-Swiss
border were likewise assassinated by
a cable car sabotage–but not before
actual photos they’d taken had been

given to Bob Dean.
Lawrence Gardiner, who showed how
the Nibirans’ preferred line of hybrids
descended from Enki, became the
power elite that today rule Earth, was
assassinated.
More on the Gods of Old: Anunnaki:
Gods No More by Sasha Lessin,
Ph.D. (Anthropolog y, U.C.L.A.)

http://enkispeaks.com/books/anunnakig ods-no-more/
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ANCIENT PYRAMIDS:
POWER PLANTS THAT
CAPACITATED
MICROWAVE ENERGY:
H-Channel youtube
ANCIENT PYRAMIDS: POWER
PLANT S T HAT SENT MICROWAVES:
H-Channel youtubes

H-Channel youtubes

Christopher Dunn shows how, in the
salt-lined Queen’s chamber of the
Great Pyramid in Egypt, hydrated
hydrochloric acid and hydrated zinc
flowed together down shafts and
released hydrogen which, lighter than
air, rose through all the upper
chambers and whose energy, added
to the vibrations of the Earth itself,
resonated in the Grand Gallery and
went up 27 vertical shafts (shown
below) to keep a microwave that
sustained itself for hundreds of years.

Giza Pyramids

M. T ellinger has documented
collaborative evidence of ET -run
electrical capacitation in southeast of
Africa

Pyramids in Bosnia

Cholula, Mexico: World’s largest
pyramid

T he Bosnian Pyramid: Wilcox and
Asmanagish

Read More

Giant Foot Print 200
Million Yrs Old –
South Africa: Michael
Tellinger youtube

Read More

INDIAN VIMANAS =
SUMERIAN
WHIRLBIRDS
VIMANAS: ANUNNAKI AIRCRAFT
OVER INDIA

SUMERIAN WHIRLBIRD

src=”http://extraterrestrialcontact.com/wpcontent/uploads/2013/01/Vimana1.jpg”
alt=”Vimana1 width=”290
height=”174 class=”aligncenter sizefull wp-image-1084 />

MODERN VERSION?

Read More

VIMANAS: ANCIENT
INDIAN SPACECRAFT:
History Channel
youtube

src=”http://extraterrestrialcontact.com/wpcontent/uploads/2013/01/Vimana1.jpg”
alt=”Vimana1 width=”290
height=”174 class=”aligncenter sizefull wp-image-1084 />

Read More

Youtube Evidence
HOMO SAPIENS
MILLIONS OF YEARS
EARLIER THAN
EVOLUTIONISTS SAY
Cremo & Thompson
document EVIDENCE
Youtube Evidence HOMO SAPIENS
MILLIONS OF YEARS EARLIER T HAN
EVOLUT IONIST S SAY
Cremo & T hompson document
EVIDENCE

SASHA LESSIN COMMENT S
Unfortunately, the youtube’s just a
teaser. I’ve read all Cremo’s books,
heard him lecture many times and
have had extended one-to-one talks
with him. His evidence for humanity’s
antiquity and the invalidity of
macroevolutionary theory’s
overwhelming. Darwinian evolution’s
valid only for microevolution
situations.
Read More

Sacred Knowledge: In
Plain Sight (Decoded)
youtubes
Sacred Knowledge: In Plain Sight
(Decoded) youtubes

forward from Duane Richtsmeier

A PART 1

PART 2

PART 3

PART 4

PART 4.5

PART 5
Ancient Knowledge full movie

sacred knowledge of vibration and the
power of human emotions

Read More

GREYS TOOK ME TO
THE FEDERATION
DRAGON: Internet

radio interview by
Janet Kira Lessin
GREYS T OOK ME T O T HE
FEDERAT ION DRAGON: Internet radio
interview by Janet Kira Lessin

Clickin & dig it.

Janet Kira Lessin tells how four-foot
tall Greys and U.S. soldiers took her
and her lover to an alien/U.S. Military
underwater base beneath Johnston
Atoll. T he Greys wrapped their threefingered, one-thumbed hands around
her and carried her to a hovercraft on
the shore. She screamed but a Grey
told her telepathically they’d cloaked
her screams. T he Greys and soldier
escorts brought her lover too and
took him and Janet onto the craft.
T he craft took them to the base
beneath the atoll. T he Greys sat her in

a metal chair while several of them
opersated on the boyfriend.
T hey then took Janet to a cavern,
where a group of seven-foot large
ET s from the Planet Nibiru dressed
her, then had her stand in a circle of
light. T hey said, aloud in English, she’d
see the Great Dragon of Galactic
Society, which quarantined Earth for
its violence, planetary pollution and
nukes in space.
Janet at first only stood at the level of
the Grand Dragon’s claw, but the
Dragon miniaturized herself to Janet’s
level and communicated that she
would help Janet and other
lightworkers achieve peace on Earth,
respect for all the consciousnesses
here.
Read More

CUT CRAP WITH
OCCAM’S RAZOR:
Ariticles for thinking
people by
Richtmaster & Lessin

OCKHAM, THE
OCCULT AND THE
ULTRATERRESTRIALS
by Duane Richtsmeier

Ockham’s Razor is one of those
famous dictums that people use in
arguments and often do so
incorrectly. T he whole story of it is
pretty tangled and is better explained
elsewhere, but for our purposes let’s
stick to the common distillation of it,
being that the simplest answer to a
problem is usually the correct one.
“Skeptics” love Ockham’s Razor, even
if they don’t always understand it. T his
is because “Skeptics” love– no, that’s
not quite right– they worship received
authority and hate anything that
challenges said authority. If the Razor
was good enough for their
professors, it’s good enough for
them, even if they often misquote it.
I’ve heard Ockham’s Razor thrown
around in UFO debates, with “Skeptics”

gleefully oblivious to the fact that nonmanmade aircraft is a much simpler
solution to the problem than swamp
gas, weather ballons, Venus, meteors,
satellites, chinese lanterns, dirty
lenses, low-lying clouds reflecting
streetlights, and on and on and on and
on and on ad infinitum. T here are
always the hoaxes, but since nearly all
of them are perpetrated by the
“Skeptics” themselves, they don’t
really count.

So let me repeat that: the simplest
solution to the UFO problem is that
they’re some kind of non-terrestrial
vehicles. Ockham, thou art revenged.
Of course, “Skeptics” have a much
stronger argument in their corner,
and that’s the mind-twisting distances
between star systems. Given the
immense amount of energy that
would be required to travel to another
star system, thrown in the notinconsiderable frequency with which
unidentified objects are spotted (every
day, now) and the numerous
contact/abduction narratives and it all
seems to beggar belief in

“extraterrestrials,” as commonly
understood.
But if you delve into some of these
contact narratives (which we touched
on here) a different picture begins to
emerge. One thing I’ve noticed is how
vivid and downright numinous some
of the reports seem. It’s as if these
experiences are engineered to trip a
switch deep in the collective
unconscious, in much the same way
certain songs trigger a “dreamy”
feeling. I have no idea if it speaks to
the authenticity of the stories
themselves, but I’ve read a number of
stories that seem realer than real to
me.

But at the same time, there’s that
T rickster element to so much of this
phenomena. T his is something that
becomes harder to avoid the more
you read the literature. And as many
others have pointed out this aspect of
the story drags us into murkier
waters– the paranormal, magic and

the supernatural. And as many others
have also pointed out there are
endless strands of continuity between
modern UFO reports and ancient
folklore of the supernatural world–
fairies, elves, djinn and of course,
Leprechauns. Little people all. And like
so many of the modern-day
abduction narratives, sleep or some
other variety of unconsciousness
plays a central role in many of those
olde tales.
T hornier still is the world of the
Occult. If ET H adherents are wary of
the paranormal, they’re downright
terrified of the Occult. But if you
accept narratives from the Bible and
other ancient mythologies as
evidence of ancient contact– like
Enoch, for example– what are we to
make of Dee and Kelly and their
Enochian Keys? How different is the
Enochian alphabet from the various
alien alphabets so many abductees
have reported?

If Horus was an alien godking on

Earth, what of poor Mrs. Crowley and
her in-spired bit of channeled
stenography? T hen there’s always
Lovecraft and Lam, and the whole
drift towards alien overlords in 20th
Century occultism. Not the least of
which are T he Nine, who have a
naggingly strange relationship to
the current occupant of the Oval
Office. All of those Secret Chiefs and
Great White Brotherhoods didn’t have
to be from Sirius, certainly. Not
directly, at least. It seems trenchant
that occultism became especially
potent once the Companions
themselves entered the mix, whether
in fact or by reputation. And let’s not
get started on JPL and NASA and all of
that for now.

Of course none of this bolsters the
ET H. But even as many of us come to
grips with the whole UFO issue — and
many of not-us as well, such as the
Vatican, the Royal Society and
now National Geographic, of all
people– many of us also begin to
wonder if these aren’t aliens as you

might understand them. In fact, they
might actually be our companions.
Elusive companions, maybe, but
thousands of years of sightings and
contact stories seem to show us
they’re elusive but never walk far.

T he question then becomes not are
we alone in the Universe but are we
alone on this planet? Have
we ever been alone? T hen the
question becomes if we’re not alone,
why do these companions of ours
seem to take such pleasure in being
such teases, giving us little glimpses
and hints before they skulk back to
the shadows? Certainly, anyone who’s
kept an eye on this little rock of ours
knows what blood-thirsty savages we
are at heart, so you can’t quite blame
any outsider for keeping a low profile.
But at the same time it seems that

the kind of phenomena we puzzle
over here pops up now and then at
particularly opportune moments.
T he Elusive Companion
Hypothesis explains the long history
of sightings and contact
narratives.Being aware of our
technological and scientific powess
explains why these companions have
chosen to present themselves in a
procession of guises- gods, fairies,
spacemen- over the years. Even
controversies like Roswell and the
nuke installation flyovers make a lot
more sense in the ECH– our little
jumps in technology happen in secret,
catch them by surprise, and take a bit
of time to adjust to.
Over-the-horizon radar might have
been a bit of a shock to their
navigational systems and then
combined with a good electrical storm
all of a sudden the savages have
gotten a hold of one of your (nonspaceworthy) little hovercrafts
which they promptly reverseengineer, at least in part.

Now, the other reason why the ECH
or Ultraterrestrial hypothesis works is
that it satisfies Ockham in relation to
AAT or Intervention T heory. It’s no
accident that now that the bilgewaters left by the Fundamentalist
tsunami of the 70s and 80s have
finally receded that AAT is suddenly all
over the place lately (most recently in
the late, unlamented NBC
potboiler T he Event).
T he Designers might have been called
away for whatever reason but would
they go to all this trouble and not
leave a sitter behind to keep an eye on
the kids? Which makes even more
sense that the sitters would make
themselves known once the kids
started playing with the atomic
matches. If Ockham is to be satisfied
than these ancient and modern

skywalkers must in some way be
connected.
It makes you wonder if there isn’t
some realization about all of this
afoot among the ruling elites, given
that we’re seeing a parade of evil alien
movies hit the screens (both big and
small) whether we want them or not
(mostly not, it seems). If some
change in the status quo were in the
cards, it makes sense that those with
the most to lose from said change
would want to salt the fields. Of
course, there is that whole 2012 thing
coming at us fast and furious. I’ve
long wondered what all those defense
billions are being spent on and it
wouldn’t surprise me at all if they were
being spent to keep things the way
they are as best they can.

Well, like anyone else I can’t answer
any of these questions. All I know is
that the more I read about this
ongoing mystery the less it feels
“alien” in any real sense of the word. It
seems all too familiar, like it’s all part
of some unactivated bit of shareware
that came with our birthday CPUs.

T here’s a quote from a famous
abductee from the 60s that I can’t
quite get out of my mind. Former
Police Chief Herbert Schirmer believed
he was abducted, reported the events,
took a major beating in his life for
doing so even though he passed all of
the polygraphs and all of the rest of it.
When asked about the motives of his
skywalking friends. Schirmer
responded “to a certain degree they
want to puzzle people. T hey know
they are being seen too frequently
and they are trying to confuse the
public’s mind.”

T ricksters, in other words. Quite
insightfully, Schirmer
added, “everyone should believe in
them some, but not too much.”

Just like Hermes, go-between for the
gods. T he ancients knew Hermes was
around when Synchronicity began to
pop up and so it often is with our
Companions. As the blog archives will
show I didn’t think much about UFOs
for years. T hat is until my first trip out
to Esalen, where I gave a talk on Jack
Kirby and Synchromysticism. As I also
documented here, a strange electrical
storm kicked off a spate of wildfires
not long after, roaring all the way
down the coast. T he flames licked at
Esalen’s gates but spared the
compound its wrath. How about that?
And of course Esalen itself is no
stranger to the Companions, having
been controlled by a channeler for
T he Nine (late of Sirius) for several
years back in the waning days of the
Cold War. Not a few people thought

they were tricksters as well.

Jack Kirby was no stranger to the
Companions, either. T hey starred in
his epic series T he Eternals (another
touchstone of my life and this blog).
In T he Eternals, the Companions were
composed of two races- the Deviants,
who skulked in the underseas ruins of
Lemuria (under the Bermuda T riangle,
of course) and liked to pose as
demons and the Eternals, who kept to
themselves on the roofs of the world
and were mistaken for the gods
throughout history.
T hink the Greys and the Nordics of
UFO lore, more or less.

T he Eternals were content to pursue
meditation and other spiritual
practices and the Deviants kept
themselves busy with their infernal
machines while humankind were ruling
the roost. T he two races only made
themselves known to the world when
the gods- or Anunaki, if you prefer–
returned to take stock of the Project.
Kirby didn’t seem to be familiar with
2012 prophecies but would certainly
have incorporated it if he had. T he
story all kicked off in a Kirbyesque Inca
tomb, which could easily be
Kirbyesque Mayan if need be.

And this all brings us back to the
shamanic and psychedelic realm, yet
again. Kirby not only knew things he
shouldn’t have known, but he didn’t
even know he knew them. As far back
as the Mithraic Mysteries and all of
the way up to the modern Ayahuasca
ones, strange flying disks show up
when a certain state of mind is
reached. It’s almost as if there’s a
signal out there, one that’s usually
filtered out.
Shamans, occultists, sick children and
other thought-criminals seem to pick
up on the signal when the stars are all
aligned. It’s a fleeting state, but it’s
driven forward our evolution in ways
we don’t quite understand. Real
evolution is never pretty, never fun
and always painful. But maybe on the
other side of it we’ll get to know our
Companions more intimately. And we
can teach each other.
SYNC LOG: Speaking of sick children I
was mulling the idea of losing the
Ockham’s Razor part of this piece until
I happened over to Wikipedia and
happened to scroll down and spotted
an old friend…

Pretty necessary in this context, don’t you
think?

ANUNNAKI DATA
BEST EXPLAINS OUR
HISTORY
by Sasha Lessin, Ph.D. (Anthropology, U.C.L.A.)

Compare and contrast the variants of
Gardiner, Lafeyette, T ellinger,
Sitchin, Icke, Cremo, T hompson,
Pravupad and others for the elements
they have in common. Use the
principle of parsimony–which
explanations best account for all
the data–and leave the least ooparts
(data and artifacts that the
explanations [theories] out their
comprehension.
All our theories are hypothetical
formulations, words and
mathematical models we employ to
account for our observations. Our
observations are in turn directed

by our theories. In science we test the
null hypothesis–what data would
disprove our theories.
Re: replilians: Sperry long ago showed
that we Homo Sapiens are part
reptile (Anunnaki?) in our brainstems.
Brainstem impulses impel us to
automatically, without conscious
consideration, seek homeostasis and
survival, this overlaid with our
mammalian brains (limbic systems), in
turn overlaid by our intellects (cortex)
and, lately, overlaid in some, by a
growth in our pineal areas–meditative
brains (evidence from Moses Ma: The
Neuorbiology of Tantra http://
community.onetantra.com/groups/
group/search?q=One+T antra+News).
Is Jimmy Carter a reptile or did he act
like one to rise in the elite
illuminati hierachy, then become a real
human being (conscious enlightened
person) in later years? I like the idea of
reptilian as metaphor. David Icke, a
personal friend, actually sees people’s
reptilian forms, I don’t. Yet I, as a
professional psychotherapist
encounter many who see the world
very differently than I do. I accept
each client’s symbol system as valid
for him or her.
Consensus determines social reality
but does it predict the chemical
composition of asteroids or the shape

of the landmass beneath the Antarctic
icepack the way ancient Sumerian
tablets do? We’re left with alternate
explanations of much. Enjoy them,
wonder, and keep asking what to cut
away with Occam’s razor. We grasp
the elephant of reality from varying
perspectives. See them all and get a
clearer picture of the beast and the
blind who generalize from their
particular vantages to the nature of
the whole and its context.
An explanation or theory that most
parsimoniously (simplest, with least
words, numbers, adumbrations)
accounts for the all the data and
makes more accurate predictions of
future behavior as well as past
accumulated data is more useful for
our understanding than one that uses
more words and symbols and must
exclude exceptions to work. T hus,
Copenicus’s heliocentric explanation
of the apparent movement of planets
takes less math than Ptolomy’s
epicycle system, though the latter
also can predict apparent planetary
movement.
Freer writes: “I am convinced of the
correctness of Sitchin’s thesis and of
Sir Laurence Gardiner’s by utter
coherence; they are the only
explanations which contain no
inexplicable elements, no
contradictions and in which all the

facts dance together in total consort.
Our species’ internecine violence, a
product of Babel-factoring for crowd
control that has carried through to
great wars and the religious mayhem
of crusades, jihads, inquisitions and
persecutions and not intrinsically of
human nature. T he Roman Church, a
continuation of the fear of the god
Enlil [Yahweh] type of subservient
religion came into ascendance by
an alliance with the gradual
assimulation of the Roman empire
and adopting its practices.
Suppression of our true history
through promulagation of the
Hebrew Old T estament forgeries
done to make Enlil their single
monotheistic diety effected a racial
amnesia and the ancient Sumerian
culture was forgotten and only
rediscovered in the late 1800s.
Military and political controllers
have suppressed the knowledge and
data about alien presence on this
planet by denial and ridicule.” [Colaw,
2004]
All explanations and theories are but
symbolic hypothetical variable sets
that our limited mental capacities
apply to phenomena. T hey are not the
phenomena, any more than a map is
the territory or a menu is the meal
(menus taste lousy compared to
food.

T heories are always influenced by the
mental set of those who promulgate
them. T heorists first, have guesses
of what they expect to find–
hypotheses–which they subject,
hopefully, to the test of what data
would disprove their guesses (null
hypotheses). If their prejudices lead
them to not even think of what
to guess, they may never find it. T hus
18th century Christians thought Earth
only 8000 years old and even
Sitichinites did not look for the fossil
humans Cremo cites in Earth’s strata
millions of years before Anunnaki
settlement 450,000 years ago.
Writers of the Bible painted Jezebel as
a whore, when a modern scholar
points out that her “whoring” was no
more than religious tolerance, which
her intolerant and woman-hating
enemies like the Anunnaki Yahweh
wished to discredit (Hazelton, L.,
2007, Jezebel: The Untold Story of The
Bible’s Harlot Queen).
T he establishment, fundamentalist
Jews, Muslims and Christian fear the
more efficient explanations Sitchin
and the Vedas cited by Cremo [2003
(Human Devolution), T hompson (Alien
Identities, 1993), for they would
undermine research monies, social
control and sinecures they treasure.
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Earth, Pye youtube
DARWIN SUCKS: Alien Orig ins of
Lif e on Earth, Pye youtube

Microevolution’s f act,
macroevolution’s wrong .
Pye shows overwhelming evidence for
gene splicing to account for Homo
Sapiens having two less chromosomes
than Homonoids that already walked
the Earth, and Homo Sapiens have
more than 4,000 genetic defects
from chemical gene-splicing of
Anunnaki genes onto Homo Erectus
genes. Hominids, such as chimps and
gorillas, which had millions of years to
evolve on Earth, have only a few
hundred of these defects. Pye
(Sitchin and T ellinger too) presents
conclusive evidence for genetic
engineering 300,000 to 200,000 years
ago to create us hybrid slaves of the
Anunnaki Goldmining Expedition to
Earth.

***
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Article by Sasha Lessin, Ph.D.,
(Anthropology, U.C.L.A.)
ET -ENGINEERED HYBRIDS DISPLACED
NEANDERT HAL BIGFOOT S
Lloyd Pye documents the gradual
displacement, from 120,000 years
ago when the hybrid Homo
Erectus/HomoSapiens hybrids they
created 300,000 years ago as
goldmining slaves drove the locally
adapted Neanderthals to the forests,
mountain valleys and swamps of
Earth. T hey even have stone
enclosures. Conventional
anthropologists reject the verified
data of over 10,000 footprints made
by the Neanderthals because they do
not fit the antropologists’
commitment to their Darwinian
interpretation of Homo Sapiens
evolving from Earth’s proto-hominids.

But not one bone of the protohominids, not one footbone, is as
slender as those of the Homo Sapien
hybrids created by the Nibiran to Earth
goldmining expedition some 300,000
and then improved some 200,000
years ago. T here’s no “missing link”
that anthropologists imagine would
show a transition from the huge thickboned prehominids that evolved into
Neanderthals in the fossils of Homo
Sapiens (us) found in 150 years of
searching, because we did not evolve
from earlier hominids.
Anthropologists are ruined
professionally if they say ET
intervention is even possible.
Academics must lie to keep their
posts. Pye and I, Sitchin, T ellinger,
Cremo and T hompson dare to
examine evidence instead of piously

perpetuating evolutionary dogma.
NEANDERT HALS ST ILL EXIST T ODAY,
all have flat noses, large eye-sockets,
hair-covered bodies, no foreheads,
skulls crammed down between their
shoulders (instead of long necks like
we have), brow ridges, flat feet, no
chins, hands that reach below the
knees. T hese modern Neanderthals
are scattered over every continent
except Antarctica, documented by
over 5,000 confirmable sightings,
films and accounts.
One well-documented account is of
the Neanderthal slave ZENA
Zena was a Neanderthal (Alma). Her
arms that reached her knees, typical
of Alma/Neanderthals) Russian
villagers caught her in 1850, caged her
for three years (till they broke her
spirit) then used as a village slave for
labor and sex. She could understand
Russian, but not speak, for she lacked
our vocal anatomy. She bred with the
local Russian men and three of her
hybrid children grew to adulthood. She
died in 1890 after 40 years of slavery.

T he

Neanderthal/Homo-Sapiens hybrids
she bore to Russian men were darkskinned, but not black; they could
speak. T hese surviving hybrids were
of average intelligence, but very
strong. T hey had the hair pattern of
Homo Sapiens and weren’t all hairy
like Mom. Pye’s youtube tells the story
of this slave Neanderthal in some
depth.
Our living Neandthals, Pye
documents, are stronger, with thicker
bones, feet better adapted for walking
than ours, faster, able to hear and
think better in the forests than we.
Pye identifies and presents the
nonconvertable evidence for 4 main
types of these hominds today:
1) SASQUASH/BIG FOOT , 7-10 feet
tall, 700-1000 lbs, covered with brown
or black body hair, found on all
continents except Antarctica, in upper

mountain valleys mainly, but
unrestricted in migration through the
45% of Earth that’s still impenetrable
to our on-foot exploration.
2) YET I/ABOMINABLE SNOWMAN, 57 feet tall, 300-600 lbs, lives in the 5
Himalayan Upper Mountain valleys,
covered with brown of black body hair.
3)

ALMA/MODERN NEANDERT HALS:
lives in th mounains of S. Russia and
W. China. 5-7 feet tall, 300-600 lbs.
4) AGOGWE, Pygmy Neanderthals
with reddish hair like orangutans’.
Agogwe live in the jungles of Africa,
Indonesia and South America

Read More

NEMESIS & NIBIRU,
THE KUIPER GAP &
LAGRANGE POINTS
Andy Lloyd youtubes, Lessin article
T he article: NEMESIS, NIBIRU, T HE
KUIPER GAP & LAGRANGE POINT S
by Sasha Lessin, Ph.D. (Anthropology,
U.C.L.A.)

Our Solar System grew from a gas
cloud that circled its own center

counterclockwise, cooled, and formed
both our sun and a dimmer pair-star,
a SUBBROWN DWARF–NEMESIS.
Both the sun and Nemesis developed
planets that circled them. T IAMAT ,
the very watery planet that would
become Earth orbited the sun
between the orbits of Jupiter and
Mars.
T he planet NIBIRU revolves around
Nemesis, a dark subdwarf star more
massive than Jupiter. Nemesis nears
our Sun, at the KUIPER BELT , 48
Astronomical Units from Earth, every
10,800 Earth years. Nibiru circles
Nemesis but did not orbit our sun.
Instead, every 3,600 years Nibiru
passes though our inner solar system
between Jupiter and Mars. One of
Nibiru’s years (the time Nibiru takes to
circle Nemesis) is thus 3,600 Earth
years–long enough for 180
generations of Homo Sapiens
Earthlings to live and die. [Lloyd, Dark
Star: 176 -181, 225 – 228
Freer, in Sapiens Rising, says sinking of
lemuria [connected polynesian isles),
Atlantis, tectonic plate shifts, extreme
volcano eruptions, solar flares, etc.
were all from flood of 13,000 years
ago (11,000bc). Lloyd, in Dark Star,
cites a sequence of extinction events
even earlier, that would account for
surviving humans like Homo Erectus
and surviving Hominids, such as

Bigfoot, Yeti, Agowe, and Alma
(modern Neanderthals, according to
Pye).
http://stargatetothecosmos.com/pyesitchin-ets-from-planet-x-mixed-theirgenes-erectus-to-make-us-slavesyoutube-article/
T he ancient Enuma Elish describes
how, four and a half billion years ago,
our sun created T iamat, then
Mercury. T he sun then, says the
Enuma, sent Mercury with water and
gold to T iamat. Planet-pairs formed:
Venus with Mars, Jupiter with Saturn,
Uranus with Neptune. T hese planets
orbited the Sun counterclockwise, as
did T iamat. “T here was no planet
between Venus and Jupiter, where the
Earth now resides and Pluto was a
moon of Saturn.”
T iamat lacked a partner-planet, but
one of her moons, Kingu, enlarged.
Kingu started to partner with T iamat.
T hen Kingu could orbit the Sun, not
T iamat.
But, four billion years ago, before
Kingu could orbit the Sun, either Nibiru
invaded the Sun’ inner planetary
system. Nibiru changed the planets’
orbits. When it approached T iamat,
“T iamat and Nibiru sprouted moons.
[Lloyd, Dark Star: 41, 122 -124]
Nibiru stabilized into a clockwise

3,600-year orbit. But in 10,900 B.C.,
Uranus drifted away from the Sun and
sped Nibiru toward Earth sooner than
3,600 years. As Nibiru flew by, Uranus
caught Miranda, a moon of Nibiru.
Miranda, now a moon of Uranus,
circled it instead of Nibiru. From
10,000 B.C. on Uranus slowed Nibiru’s
orbit to 3450 Earth years rather than
3600. Nibiru returned to perigee in
7450, 4000, and 556 B.C. and next
returns to the inner solar system in
2900A.D. rather than 2012 as it would
on its earlier 3600-year orbit (though
the debris 180 degrees from Nibiru on
Nibiru’s orbital path, its far LAGRANGE
POINT moving in harmonic
procession always opposite Nibiru, is
upon us now). Nibirans can
communicate with and even travel to
Earth both before and after Nibiru’s
perigee. T he Infrared Imaging
Satellite and the Naval Observatory
confirmed Nibiru’s existence 1983 1984. “NASA attempted to hush-up”
Nibiru’s discovery in an published then
denied the IRAS sighting. [Freer:
Sapiens Rising. Part 1; Lloyd: Dark Star:
75; ZS, End: 315 – 317]
Nibirans probably put probes at the
two 90 degree and at the 180 degree
Lagrange points since the machinery
wouldn’t need to expend energy to
maintain position there. Nibiru
monitored Earth for millenia. And

Nibiru reads us now, as we pass
Nibiru’s 180 degree Lagrange point.
Lloyd, in Dark Star, wrote:
“Paleontologists recorded four
distinct extinction episodes durnign
the Permian 10 Million year period. An
extraterrestrial cause is necessary for
the sustained changes affecting Earth
during the Permian; an isolated
asteroid impact is insufficient.” Lloyd
goes on “T his pattern of extinction
and environmental change is
explained by the perturbation of the
Dark Star [Nemisis] into a temporarily
bound orbit.” Nemesis “migrated
close to the planetary zone at the
beginning of the Permian and became
captured in a new, much tighter orbit”
that caused the extinctions. “Earth’s
lurch into new orbits overturned
oceans, coalesced continents and
formed ice caps. At the end of the
Permian Nemesis’ “temporary
unstable orbit degraded, expelling
Nemesis back toware the EdgeworthKuiper Belt. Earth moved back to an
orbit closer to the sun, warming the
world.”
“For tens of millions of years Nibiru
returned to the inner solar system,
bringing repeated catastrophic effects
to the inner planets. Earth was
pummeled by thousands of asteroids.
T hen Nemisis, the Dark Star,
underwent massive orbital expansion,

eventually locating safely beyond the
Oot cloud. [pp 274-277]
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ANUNNAKI DAT A BEST EXPLAINS
OUR HIST ORY by Sasha Lessin, Ph.D.,

(Anthropology, U.C.L.A.)
Compare and contrast the variants of
Gardiner, de Lafeyette, T ellinger,
Sitchin, Icke, Cremo, T hompson,
Pravupad and others for the elements
they have in common. Use the
principle of parsimony–which
explanations best account for all the
data–and leave the least ooparts
(data and artifacts that the
explanations out their comprehension.
All our theories are hypothetical
formulations, words and
mathematical models we employ to
account for our observations. Our
observations are in turn directed by
our theories. In science we test the
null hypothesis–what data would
disprove our theories.
Re: replilians: Sperry long ago showed
that we Homo Sapiens are part
reptile (Anunnaki?) in our brainstems.
Brainstem impulses impel us to
automatically, without conscious
consideration, seek homeostasis and
survival, this overlaid with our
mammalian brains (limbic systems), in
turn overlaid by our intellects (cortex)
and, lately, overlaid in some, by a
growth in our pineal areas–meditative
brains [Ma, 2011].
Is Jimmy Carter a reptile or did he act
like one to rise in the elite illuminati

hierachy, then become a real human
being (conscious enlightened person)
in later years? I like the idea of reptilian
as metaphor. David Icke, a personal
friend, actually sees people’s reptilian
forms, I don’t. Yet I, as a professional
psychotherapist encounter many who
see the world very
differently than I. I accept each client’s
symbol system as valid for him or her.
Consensus determines social reality
but does it predict the chemical
composition of asteroids or the shape
of the landmass beneath the Antarctic
icepack the way ancient Sumerian
tablets do? We’re left with alternate
explanations of much. Enjoy them,
wonder, and keep asking what to cut
away with Occam’s razor. We grasp
the elephant of reality from
varying perspectives. See them all and
get a clearer picture of the beast and
the blind who generalize from their
particular vantages to the nature of
the whole and its context.
An explanation or theory that most
parsimoniously (simplest, with least
words, numbers, adumbrations)
accounts for the all the data and
makes more accurate predictions of
future behavior as well as past
accumulated data is more useful for
our understanding than one that uses
more words and symbols and must
exclude exceptions to work. T hus,

Copenicus’s heliocentric explanation
of the apparent movement of planets
takes less math than Ptolomy’s
epicycle system, though the latter
also can predict apparent planetary
movement.
Freer writes: “I am convinced of the
correctness of Sitchin’s thesis and of
Sir Laurence Gardiner’s by utter
coherence; they are the only
explanations which contain no
inexplicable elements, no
contradictions and in which all the
facts dance together in total consort.
Our species’ internecine violence, a
product of Babel-factoring for crowd
control that has carried through to
great wars and the religious mayhem
of crusades, jihads, inquisitions and
persecutions and not intrinsically of
human nature.
T he Roman Church, a continuation of
the fear of the god Enlil [Yahweh] type
of subservient religion came into
ascendance by an alliance with the
gradual assimulation of the Roman
empire and adopting its practices.
Suppression of our true history
through promulagation of the
Hebrew Old T estament forgeries
done to make Enlil their single
monotheistic diety affected a racial
amnesia and the ancient Sumerian
culture was forgotten and only
rediscovered in the late 1800s. Military

and political controllers have
suppressed the knowledge and data
about alien presence on this planet by
denial and ridicule.” [Colaw, 2004]
All explanations and theories are but
symbolic hypothetical variable sets
that our limited mental capacities
apply to phenomena. T hey are not the
phenomena, any more than a map is
the territory or a menu is the meal
(menus taste lousy compared to
food.
T heories are always influenced by the
mental set of those who promulgate
them. T heorists first, have guesses of
what they expect to find–hypotheses–
which they subject, hopefully, to the
test of what data would disprove their
guesses (null hypotheses). If their
prejudices lead them to not even think
of what to guess, they may never find
it. T hus 18th century Christians
thought Earth only 8000 years old and
even Sitichinites did not look for
the fossil humans Cremo cites in
Earth’s strata millions of years before
Anunnaki settlement 450,000 years
ago.
Writers of the Bible painted Jezebel as
a whore, when a modern scholar
points out that her “whoring” was no
more than religious tolerance, which
her intolerant and woman-hating
enemies like the Anunnaki Yahweh

wished to discredit [Hazelton,, 2007]
T he establishment, fundamentalist
Jews, Muslims and Christian fear the
more efficient explanations Sitchin
and the Vedas cited by Cremo and
T hompson, for they would undermine
research monies, social control and
sinecures they treasure.
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12,000 Year Old City
of Lord Krishna Found
– Graham Hancock

12,000 Year Old
City of Lord
Krishna Found
…
– Underworld: Flooded Kingdoms Of The
Ice AgeNew Underwater Finds in Sri
Krishna’s City:
http://www.s8int.com/water25.htmlAncient
City of Dwarka:Dwarka (Dvarka, Dwaraka,
or Dvaraka, is a city in Gujarat state in
India). Dwarka also known as Dwarawati in
Sanskrit literature is rated as one of the
seven most ancient cities in the country.
The legendary city of Dvaraka was the
dwelling place of Lord Krishna. It is
believed that due to damage and
destruction by the sea, Dvaraka has
submerged six times and modern day

Dwarka is the 7th such city to be built in
the area. According to Hindu legend the
god Krishna built a city which was
ultimately destroyed by rising sea levels.
Now archaeologists and Indian Navy
divers are investigating underwater ruins
at Dwarka on India’s western coast, said to
be Krishna’s city. The new efforts, it is
hoped, will settle the debate currently
raging over the age and authenticity of the
site near the Samudranaraya temple.
Divers have collected blocks and samples
which will now be dated. Traditional Hindu
scholars referencing ancient Hindu
scriptures believe the location to be very
ancient, originally built many thousands of
years ago. Such notions are, of course,
vehemently rejected by establishment
scientists though they are willing to
concede that there is evidence indicating
an age of as much as 3500 years.Of
course the date when the city was
destroyed would be long after the date of
its inception, so a definitive maximum date
has not been established. The new study
is expected to resolve some of the issues.
Archaeologists will now use the carbon
dating technique to determine the exact
age of the ruins. The earlier excavations,
that first began about 40 years ago, had
only revealed stones, beads, glass and
terracotta pieces.
http://www.hinduismworldwide.in/2012/
04/dwarka-lord-krishnas-home-disco
vered.html
videos from part 1 to part 5
http://www.youtube.com/watch?
feature=player_embedded&v
=GQuMGjXfF7Y
http://www.youtube.com/watch?
feature=player_embedded&v
=S_hgELym9yY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?
feature=player_embedded&v
=PCYucQvL9P4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?
feature=player_embedded&v
=nRmZq8iFy3k
http://www.youtube.com/watch?
feature=player_embedded&v=SQnS8o99sY

The Remains of
Dwaraka :

“The Hindu” –
January 19, 1987
Sir,–T his refers to the report
Dwaraka expedition finds more
remains reported from Panaji (T he
Hindu, Jan.1) about the wonders
revealed by the fifth archaeological
under water excavation recently.

More than a decade back, a very old,
small temple within a big temple,
believed to be the original Krishna
temple was unearthed 20 to 30 feet
deep, not far off from the location of
the present one, by the first surface
excavation of the Archaeological

Department.

Again, in early 1985, the
fourth under-water excavation
discovered two submerged sea
walls, 20 to 30 feet below the
sea-bed a few metres
apart also reported in The
Hindu, the same year (1985),
how the old Dwaraka Port,
once the gateway of
ancient India, was submerged
four to five thousand years
ago, was scientifically
explained by Mr. C.S.
Mahadevan of Madras vide
The Hindu, February 21,
1985. Dwaraka was partially
submerged according to him
in 3031 B.C..

Later in 2700 BC, not only the
remaining portion of Dwaraka but
even the remaining portion of Lanka,
Ravana s kingdom got submerged in
a cataclysm. T his explanation is
supported by the scientific reasons
advanced by him. Due to the tilting of
the axis of the earth, generally some
of the islands throughout the world
submerged.

T he submerging of islands is more
near the equator up to 30 North or
South latitude. So what happened in
3031 BC and 2700 BC and earlier in
12000 BC was due to this tilting of the
earth.
T his revelation by Mr. Mahadevan s
letter (T he Hindu, Feb. 21, 1985) made
interesting reading about Dwaraka
once ruled by Lord Krishna who was
born on July 26, 3112 BC according to
him.
N. Bose, Madras

New Finds in Sri
Krishna s City
“The Hindu”–
February 7, 1988
From Our Special Correspondent
Bang alore, Feb.6
T he sixth marine archaeological
expedition of the National Institute of
Oceanography, Goa, led by Dr. S.R.
Rao, Emeritus scientist has claimed
the discovery of hitherto unknown
features of the legendary Dwaraka of
Sri Krishna, submerged by the Arabian
Sea 3,500 years ago.

During the current season (November
1987 to February1988 the expedition
said it came across the inner and
outer gateways of the proto-historic
port city, flanked by circular bastions
built of massive blocks of sandstone.
From the inner gateway a flight of
steps led to the Gomati river, the
submerged channel of which has been
traced over a length of 1.5 km in the
seabed.
According to Dr. Rao, the occurrence
os smaller three-holed stone anchors
of triangular shape weighing 100 to
140 kg suggests that small boats
used to sail up the Gomati while the
larger ones were moored farther
away from the outer entrance gate.
A semi-circular mooring stone with a
hole has been found here in situ. T he
outer wall acted as a pier also. T he
large three-holed stone anchors (150
to 250 kg) of prismatic shape lying in a
row suggest that the jetty was about
1.2 km from the present shoreline , 12
metres below present water line.
Click and drag photo to resize.

T he remains of a stone temple within

the inner fortifications are indicated by
a pillar and moonstone, while a circular
stone base with a large hole was used
for fixing a wooden flagpost near the
outer gate of the port. Perhaps it
served as a sign post.

Largest port:
If the number, size and variety of
stone anchors are any indication of
the size of the port, it can be said that
Dwaraka was the largest port of the
second millennium B.C. on the Indian
Coast. As many as 50 stone anchors
are visible. But several hundreds must
have been buried in the sediment.
Exploration since 1984 in the Dwaraka
waters has been confined to the right
bank zone towards the lighthouse of
the ancient Gomati channel. T he left
bank zone remain unexplored for lack
of funds and equipment such as
sidescan sonar and sub-bottom
profiler.
T he PORT -INPMO have extended to
the left bank also as indicated by the
stone anchors of various sizes. After
proto-historic port city was
submerged, the site was unoccupied
for a long period. Some constructions
of the early historic period have come
to notice. Among important

antiquities found this season in the
Dwaraka waters mention may be
made of bronze objects such as the
bell and arms of Prabhaval and
fragments of a marble statue.
T hey were recovered in a trench dug
at 4.6 metres below sea level and
seem to belong to the early historic or
later period. In the last season and
again during the present expedition,
parts of the hull of a wooden boat
were found.

Data on sea
level
uctuations.
Useful data on sea level fluctuations
have been collcted during the present
expedition. T hree wavecut benches
were encountered at depths of 11.22
metres, 4.6 metres and 1.34 metres.
T he proto-historic city was built on the
lowest bench, the early historic and
the medieval townships on the higher
benches. T he island of Bet Dwarka, 30
km north of Dwarka, which is also
famous as the pleasure resort of Sri
Krishna, was connected with the
mainland between Otha and Aramda.
T he reclamation referred to in ancient
texts was made in this zone when the
sea level was lower 3,500 years ago.

T he ancient port was four km long on
the eastern coast where the landward
and seaward fortifications were
identified in previous expeditions.
During the current expedition,
according to Dr. Rao, a most
impressive stone wall 550 metres in
perimeter (1 mile plus) was discovered
in the intertidal zone of the central
sector, not far from BDK V (north
sector) where shell workers lived.
T o the south of the wall is a rock cut
slipway for launching boats. Nine
courses of stone masonry of the
massive fort wall are still intact at
many places. It must have been much
higher in ancient times to prevent
further erosion by the sea.

The construction technique is
interesting. Large trapezoidal
blocks built course by course
formed the outer shell holding
together the rubble filling in
the core. This gravity well was
specially designed to serve as
an anti-erosion structure in
the sea, and is certainly a
bolder experiment than that
of their predecessors, the
Harappans.

It served as a pier also. A trial dig in
the inter-tidal zone and cliff of the
northern sector indicated that the
proto-historic settlement was
completely washed away by the sea.

Older than Sri
Krishna
T he occurrence late Harappan
artifacts such as chart blacken and
perforated vessels suggests the
existence of a settlement earlier than
the Dwarka of Sri Krishna, to which
reference is made in the epic. T his we
have in Bet Dwarka the Mahabharata
(before 1,500 B.C.), the Mahabharata
(1500-1400 B.C.) and post
Mahabharata (third century B.C.
onwards) settlements. T he former
two were submerged by the sea.
An important achievement of the
present expedition is that two young
archaeologists have been trained in
diving, underwater research,
excavation and documentation. T hey
were able to work underwater for 1
to 2 hours at a stretch, no small
achievement for beginners. T hus for
the first time scientific diving for

archaeological excavation has been
introduced by the marine archaeology
unit.
Another significant achievement is
that the underwater exploration has
been filmed.
Read More
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